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The tlydrologic Code Intercomparison Project (HYDROCOIN) was formed to evaluate hydro-

geologic models and computer codes and their use in performance assessment for high-lew_l

radioactive-waste repositories. This report describes the results of a study for IIk DROCOIN

of model sensitivity for isothermal, unsaturated flow through layered, fractured tufts. \Ve in-

vestigated both the types of flow behavior that dominate the performance measures and the

conditions and model parameters that control flow behavior. We also examined l.he effect

of different conceptual models and modeling approaches on our understanding of system be-
havior. 'the analyses included single- and multil_le-parameter variations about base cases ill

,_,le-dilr,mlsi,:,r,al steady and transient flow and in two--dime,lsional steady flow. The ltow }_¢>

ha_,ioriscomplex even for the highlysimplifiedand constraineds,rstemmodeled here. The

responseofthe perfarmance measures isboth nonlinearand nonmo,:,_tonic.System behavior is

dominated by abrupt transitionsfrom matrix to fractureflowand by later'aldiversionof flo_..

| The observed behaviors are strongly influenced by the imposed boundary conditions and model

21_ constraints. Applied flux plays a critical role in determining the flow type but interacts :'tro,lgly

with the composite-conductivity curves of individual hydrologic units and. with the stratigraplly.
O_le-dimensional nmdellng yields conserw_tive estimates of distributions of groundwater t,'av,,l

time only under very 'imited conditions. _l'his study demonstrates that it is wrong to equate

the shortest possible water-travel path with the fastest path from the repository to the wal(.r
table.

• ,



The studies described in this report were performed under procedures
for Quality Assurance Level III analyses. The WBS Number for this
work is 1.2.1.4,4.
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1 Introduction

t

Mathematical inodeI_ have been developed Lo describe the flow and transport t_ro -

cesses that are expected to occur in geologic repositories for high-level radioactive wast(_,
6

These models are generally embodied in complex computer codes that will be used to

assess the long-term safety of the proposed repositories, We need to demonstrate that
the models are appropriate and adequate and that the codes that embody them are

numerically coricct. We also need to understand the limits of applicability and tile

sensitivities and uncertainties of the models and codes for the ranges of hydrologic and

r_dionuclide-transport parameters that are expected to be encountered at the proposed

repository sites.

Of the models that are used to assess the performance of a total repository sys-.

tem, those that describe the movement of groundwater at a potential repository' site

are especially important, The international Hydrologic Code Intercomparison Project

(HYDROCOIN) was fc=med to evaluate hydrogeologic models and codes and their use

in performance assessment for high-level radioactive waste repositories, Hodgkinson et

al, (1985) have described the purposes of the tlYDROCOIN project as follows,

The primary aim of Level 1 of HYDROCOIN is the verification of the numerical

accuracy of groundwater flow codes by intercomparing their solutions to cert, ai1_

well-defined test problems and by comparison with analytical solutions,

Level 2 of HYDROCOIN is concerned with the validation of cor,,puter models

in order to test their ability to describe the results of labor: .tory and field

experiments.

HYDROCOIN Level 3 is concerned with the application of hydrogeological

models in performance assessments, taking into account _ acertainties in the

models and data. In particular, Level 3 is concerned with the sensitivity of

results to characteristics of the site which are poorly known or which could

change with time, and the associated uncertainties in the rn<_del predictioi_s.

Its aims are to explore alternative methodologies and calculational technique:_

for carrying out sensitivity and uncertainty analyses, to derive some ge1_eral

results which apply to each of a nuxi_ber of different geological settings, ai_d t.o

act as a forum for exchanges of ideas and information.

• A study of model sensitivity for unsaturated flow of liquid water through an idealized

repository site composed of layered, fractured tufts was defined by Prindle (1987) ai_d

included in the Nuclear Waste Repository' Technology Department's Problem Definitioi_

Memo 72-017 at Sandia National Laboratories. lt was adopted by the HYDIIOCOIN

secretariate ms Level 3 Case 2, This report describes the results of an extensive Series of

analyses on HYDROCOIN Level 3 Case 2 performed by Sandia National Laboratories.



1.1 Purpose

The primary purpose of this study was to gain insight into the types of hydrologic
behavior that could affect the performance of a radioactive waste repository sited in •
unsaturated, layered, fractured tufts that have been tilted and are cut by near-vertical
faults, A second purpose was to observe how the conceptual models and modeling
approaches used to describe the geologic structure and hydrogeology of the idealized
site can influence our perception of tile conditions and model parameters that control
hydrologic behavior, lt is important to remember that this is a sensitivity study of a
highly simplified and constrained model of t.he hydrology of an idealized site and not
an assessment of the performance of a geolog}c repository.

1.2 Organization of Report

This report documents all of the analyses of HYDROCOIN Level 3 Case 2 performed
by Sandia National Laboratories. The problem definition is summarized in Section 2.
Section 3 contains a description of our overall modeling strategy, a note on some of the
limitations of this study, and extended discussions of the results of the analyses. The
discussions of the analysis results are grouped into the following four sets:

• one-dimensional steady-flow study,

• one-dimensional transient-flow study,

• two-dimensional steady-flow study, and

• base-case comparisons.

Each set contains a description of the modeling strategy for that set, a discussion
of the results, some observations and conclusions about hydrologic behavior, and im-
plications for performance assessment. All the figures associated with the analyses are
located at the end of Section 3.
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2 Problem Definition

¢

The sensitivity analyses described in this report are inseparably connected to a
• particular physical system and to a particular mathematical model that describes the

flow of water through that system. Also, sensitivity is evaluated for specified model
outputs or performance measures that are relevant to the physical system and to the
in'_ended uses of the model, in this case, calculations of radionuclide transport. The
physical system on which these analyses are based, some concepts of possible flow
behavior in that system, and the mathematical model used in this study are briefly
described below. The physical system has been simplified and represented in idealized,

one-dimensional (l-D) and two-dimensional (2-D) models. These models and their
associated boundary conditions, material properties, and performance measures are
also described. Six base cases form the heart of this sensitivity study; all of the analyses

discussed in this report are built around them. The base cases are defined below.

2.1 System Description

The hydrogeologic system considered in this study is shown schematically in Figure
1. The system is made up of a sequence of ash-fall and ash-flow tufts. The amount
of welding, fracturing, and chemical alteration varies greatly from one layer to the
next. Fracturing in all units is assumed to be dominated by two sets of nearly vertical
fractures and one set of horizontal fractures. Major fault zones cut through the entire
vertical section.

The water table is relatively flat beneath most of the site. The repository horizon
lies entirely within the partially saturated zone in Unit D. The principal hydrogeologic
units that make up the unsaturated zone and will be considered in these analyses are
briefly described in Table 1. Hydrologic characteristics vary greatly from one layer to
another.

Peters and Klavetter (1988) have described three broad categories of hydrogeologic
units in these tufts:

Densely welded tufts that are highly fractured. These units have low

saturated matrix conductivities (10 -11 m/s or less) and high saturated fracture
• conductivities. For a unit volume of rock, the total saturated conductivity _)t'

the fracture system is probably seve:'al orders of magnitude higher than ttle
" total saturated conductivity of the matrix. This group includes Units A, C,

and D.
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Figure 1' Generalized hydrogeologic system,



Table i:Hydrogeoiogic Unit,s in the Unsaturated Zone

' (after Ortiz et al., 1985)

" Unit Name Description

Unit A, welded Moderately to densely welded, devitrified astl-
flow tuff

Untt B, nonwelded Partially welded to nonwelded vitric tufts

Unit C, welded, lithophysae-rich Moderately to densely welded, devitrified ash-

flow tufts that locally contain more than approx-
imately 10% by volume lithophysal cavities

Unit D, welded, iithophysae-poor Moderately to densely welded, devitrified asll-
flow tufts that locally contain less than approxi-
mately 10% by volume lithophysal cavities

Unit E, nonwelded Nonwelded ash-flows, bedded and reworked tufts;

includes both the vitric (Ev)and zeolitic (Ez)
sections

Nonwelded, vitric tufts that have few fractures, These units have bigh

saturated matrix conductivities (in the range of 10-_ to 10-8 m/s) and rela-
tively low saturated fracture conductivities. This group includes Units B and
Ev.

Nonwelded, zeolitized tufts that have few fractures. These units have
low saturated matrix conductivities (10 -1_ rn/s or less) and low saturated
fracture corductivities. The unit above the water table in this group is Unit
Ez.

The contacts between these units generally tend to be sharp; thus, there can be extreme
contrasts in hydraulic conductivities occurring over very short distances.

t

Two models of isothermal, single--phase, liquid flow for semi-arid and wetter climatic
conditions are considered in this study, They can be characterized as
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one-dimensional, vertical, downward flow; and

• multidimensional flow, in particular with flow diverted laterally at layer contacts
and from within the nonwelded units into the major structural features of the
sit_

It is assumed that ali of the water that percolates past the zone where evapotranspi-.
ration occurs ultimately passes through the repository horizon and flows down to the
water table. Both models appear reasonable_ although for different ranges of flux,

In the model for 1-D flow, it is assumed that ali moisture flows vert.ically downward
to tile water table, Furthermore, the existence of the following conditions is considered
insufficient to cause water to be diverted laterally:

• anisotropic hydraulic conductivlties,

• conductivity contrasts at contacts between tilted hydrogeologic units, and

• distortions of the flow field caused by tile presence of major structural features

having hydraulic properties that are different from those of the surrounding rock
mass,

Because the actual system is not constrained to 1-D flow_ tile existence of sharp

permeability contrasts and fault zones may cause the flow to be diverted laterally either
above or below the repository horizon. Water diverted below the repository from the
bulk rock into the fault zones would have passed through the repository and might

be carrying leached radionuclides. This diverted water might reach the water table
relatively quickly and have a detrimental effect on repository performance. If water is
diverted above the repository horizon, the amount of water available to contact wa.ste

packages and leach radionuclides could be signif, cantly less than the average recharge
rates might ir_dicate. Such D.diversion of water could benefit tile performance of a
repository.

2.2 Mathematical Model

The mathematical model used in these sensitivity analyses is for isothermal flow

of liquid water through a partially saturated, compressible, porous medium; it has
been described in detail by Peters and Klavetter (1988). This highly nonlinear model

u_es a composite-continuum approach _,odescribe the effective hydrologic properties
o['a fractured rock mass. The model is cast with pressure head, ¢, ms the primary

variable. Klavetter and Peters (1986) list the following importarlt assumptions used in
the derivation of the flow equations presented here.



• Tile fluid continuity equation applies.
e

• The three-dimensional bulk-rock-consolidation equation includes only vertical

displacement (Reeves and Duguld, 1975),

• A unit change iri tile quantity "total saturation times pressure head" at a point
causes a unit change in the local stress field (McTigue et al,, 1984),

• Darcy's equation for flow applies,

• Pressure heads in the fractures and the matrix are identical in the direction

perpendicular' to flow,

• Total head ia defined as the sum of pressure head and the elevation above some
reference surface,

The equations and definitions of variables are given below, The Bailie mathematical
model is applicable to the models for both one- and two-dimensional flow, The deriva-
tion of this mathematical model is tailored specifically for the problem of' unsaturated
flow in layered, fractured tufts,

2.2.1 Transient-Flow Equation

The following nonlinear equation was used to describe water flow under transient
conditions:

O_ { OS,,, OSI , n

[(s,.n., + s:n:)+-_i_,.....-;;_-:V;,)..... IS.,--.:CS.,-s:)}

a,.,:[(s...,.+s:,.,:)(s_ }.....bY [...............-;,;_:(-;,;........ s:)

=v. [.p(_..,,,+_.). v(,_:,+ ,)], (_)

This mathematical model for transient, unsaturated flow includes the effects of tit{.,t,

compressibilities of water, of the bu'& rock mass, and of the fractures. In(:luding these
efl'ects makes the equation both more correct physically and more stable nui_lerically

(Dudley et al., 1988). In this formt_lation of the mathemati(:al model, compressibility
effects are included as capacitance coefficients. Peters and Klavetter (1988) deiined
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i

tlve components in the capacitance term. These colnponents are givell irl Equati(,tl._ ",,
through 6,

O Sttt

Matrix Saturation: n,,,.0_ (2)

OSI
Fracture Saturation: n f 0¢ (3)

Water Compressibility', /3_(S.,n,n-t-: S/n/) (,l)

, [(s.,,_+ sf_f)] Is.,-,,f(s.,-sf))Bulk Rock Compressibility', ab.l_
n m -_" n f

= OZbul k m

° l_f (Sm, 7'7,,,_. _-Sf_f) (Sr, ` _. Sf)
Fracture Compressibility: _a t ht,, + n I

~ 0ni.,
- 0o' _.,(S,,,- Sf) (6)

The capacitance coefficients shown above were derived from fundamental relation-
ships among porosity, n, saturation, S, water density, p, pressure head, _b, arid effective
stress, a _, The effects of compressibility of water and the bulk rock mass could also have
been incorporated into the model by explicitly retaining the fundamental relationships
among pressure head, effective stress, porosity, and saturation rather than by using the
derived capacitance coefficients.

2.2.2 Steady-Flow Equation

The steady-state version of the flow equation is also taken from Peters all_t Klavett,,_v
(_988).

_,o,_= _,,+_f =--(-f,,,,.b+ ]Tf._).V(¢+ z). (7)

2.2.3 Saturation

Saturation, S, is a nonlinear function of the pressure head, _l.,.The functional t'(:,rrll
of the relationship used for these analyses is that developed by van Genuchten (1978),



s(v.,)--.(s,- s,) J7i70;-]_ -_.s,. ¢ <o (_)
' s(_,) :_s, _ 1,o _,"zo (_._)

where A "- 1 - 1//3. In Equations 1 through 6, the matrix saturation, S _, and fracture
saturation, SI, are calculated using Equations 8 a_ld 9.

2,2,4 Hydraulic Conductivity

Van Genuchten combined his equation for saturation with the method of MualerlL

(1976) to develop an analytical expression for hydraulic conductivity, K, as a functio_l
of pressure head, qJ, This resulted irt the equation used in this study:

= 1- 1+ [ er_b e ¢ <0 (1{.})

K(_)= K, ¢ > o (_t)

where _ = 1 - 1/ft. In Equations 1 and 7, the hydraulic conductivity tensors _]i-:m,t,

and ]_/,b (bulk conductivities for the matrix and fractures, respectively) are calculated
using Equations 10 and 11. When calculating bulk conductivltles, K, in Equations 10
and 11 assumes the value of the bulk saturate(! conductivity in Section 2.4.2.

2.2.5 Flow Velocity of Water

The following formulation was used to calc_tlate the average linear flow velociti_,s

of water in the matrix, vm, and fractures, i)1, The average water velocity is the Darcy
flux, ?./,divided by the area through wllich the water moves, lt is assumed that t)lc_
water present at residual saturation does not contribute to the effective flow area, 'l'l_i,_,

formula, tion is taken from Dudley et al, (1988),

...... [ 1 ]=-----K.,,b'V(t/,4-z) ....."0..............; .... '- (1:_)rtr,,[ ,..._ .... ,3m,r )



= -K/,_,V(¢ + z).,_:(S/-S/,,).l (I'_)

2,2,0 Calculation of Groundwater Travel Tirm,

The groundwater travel-time performance measure is an ambiguous regulatory con-
struct, Several methods can be used to calculate the travel times; the various methods

can produce dramatically different results (Kaplan et al,, 1989),

We used discrete-particle tracking to calculate the time for groundwater to travel
from the repository to the water table, A particle always follows the hydraulic gradient
[adjusted according to the hydraulic conductivity ellipse in anlsotropic media (Freeze
and Cherry, 1979)], No tortuostty of the flow path is assumed in either the rock
matrix or the fractures, which are represented in the mathematical model as overlapping
continua, We assume that a particle always travels at the faster of the advecttve flow
velocities in the matrix and fractures, This assumption requires instantaneous and
ubiquitous exchange of particles between the matrix and fractures.

This method for calculating groundwater travel time is oversimplified; it ignores

many details that are important in combined matrix/fracture flow. The groundwater
travel time as calculated here is probably not a good indicator of the safety of a geologic
repository for radioactive waste, However, lt is a useful and sensitive teel for exploring
the complex behavior of the flow system we are modeling,

2.3 Idealized One-Dimensional Model

2.3.1 Model Domain and Boundary Conditions

The b_e-ca_e vertical column for the 1-D analyses is shown in Figure 2. lt is
m_tde up of five distinct, effectively tlorizontal hydrogeologic units. The lowermost unit

may be made up of either vitric or zeolittc materials (Ev or Ez). It is assumed that
the, repository is located in the welded tufts of Unit D. Coordinates for the locations
numbered in Figure 2 arc, listed in Table 2,

The overall height of the modeled colurnn is 530.4 m. In the column being mod-
eled, the water table, defined as the point at which ¢ = 0.0 m, is located iri Unit E.
]]e(',ause the purpose of these analyses is to test the sensitivity of'model outputs (1',¢,.,t_.lc
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Table 2: Coordinates of the Numbered Points (Figure 2) for the One-Dimensional t?low
,I

Analyses

Point Elevation, z (m)

1 530,4
2 503,6
3 465,5
4 335,4
5 224,0
6 219,5
7 130,3
8 0,0

performance measures) to variations in the parameters for the zone of unsaturated
flow_ the water table is taken as the lower boundary of the modeled region, Tile water
table is also taken as the reference datum, z = 0,0 m, A known flux, 9, is applied

at the upper boundary, z = 530,4 m, Flow conditions are isothermal, It is assumed
that tile presence of the repository does not affect the hydrologic properties of Unit
D, so the properties of Unit D are taken to be uniform from elevation z = 130.3 rn to
z = 335.4 m, In the base case_ Unit E consists of ali zeolittzed material (Ez). Each
unit is assumed to be homogeneous and isotroptc,

Water travel time from the repository to the water table is nonlinearly related
to the location of the water table because the moisture distribution depends on the

lower boundary condition. A climate change could raise the level of the water table
and shorten the water travel time from the repository to the accessible environment,

Assume that, if the level of the water table were to change, its new location could be
anywhere from 0.0 to 20,0 m above its current elevation.

Portions of Unit F, in the unsaturated zone have baca t,tlermetlly and cl_en_icully

altered from their original vitric form (Ev) to a zeolitized form (Ez), The relative
thicknesses of vitric and zeolitic materials vary across the repository site, Any given
column could contain ali vitric material, ali zeolitic material, or any combination be-
tween these two extremes, Whenever both forms are present, the vitric materials (Ev)

always overlie the zeolitic materials (Ez). Because saturated hydraulic (:onductivities ¢,f ,
i'tile matrix material in the zeolitic form (I.,z) c_m be several orders ¢_fmagnitude low,,r

than in the vitric form (Ev), water travel time could be very sensitive to the thickn(_:;s
of each material present in the geologic column.
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2,3.2 Material Properties

¢

Base-case values for tile hydrologic properties are given in Table 3 for each oi ttlc

, hydrogeologic units, ']'tle base-ca.se value for cecil parameter is given first and tlleil, f'or

those parameters to be varied, a range of values to use for sensitivity analyses is givcll

below it in parentheses (Pri_,_dle, 1987), The ba.se-ca.se hydraulic conductivity functio11.,;

for each unit are plotted in Figures 3 througt_ 8, Tlm [ollow, ii_g p_._ragraphs descril,¢.

some sources of u11certaillty that give rise to tl_e ranges of the model paran_eters showll
in Table 3,

Saturated hydraulic conductivities for both matrix and fractures have sig_li[icant

natural variability within each hydrogeologic unit (Peters et al,, 1984), Matrix satll.
rated conductivities are better characterized than are. fracture saturated conductiviti(,s.

While very low conductivities are subject to significant measurement error, the relative

magnitude for the different units are probably reasonable. Uncertainty in these values

is not expected to be correlated between units,

A '[urther uncertainty in the hydraulic conductivity values is introduc_,d by tile

model being used to relate pressure head, degree of saturation, and conductivity for

conditions of partial saturation and by the experimental techniques used to estimate

the parameters for that model, Neither the model nor the experimental techniques

used to estimate values of the model parameters have been validated for welded or

nonwelded, fractured tufts.

2.3.3 Performance Measures

Performance measures are defined for both tt_e 1-1")steady-flow analyses and for tile

1. D transient-flow analyses.

()_ie-IJii,lensional Steady Flow

']'he performance measure for the 1-[), steady-llow analyses is tile sttortest w'at(:_r

travel time between the base of the repository and rh,.; water table, We note tl_at t'or

most HYDROCOIN participants, the flux oi water is of more, importance to pert'or-.

• ma.nee assessments than the water travel time, However, since the flow is l-D, isott_(.r-.

Hlal, and steady-state, the flux thro_lghout tt_e entire column is prescribed by tt,e tlux

, applied at the upper boundary. The volulnetric rate vi' flow through tllc rel)osit.ory
horizon is thus determined }_y the, probl(,nl Sl,ecifi(:a, tion, Therefore, volumetric rat(_ of'

water flow through the repository, thougll ii, i_._a good indicator of calculat, ional stability

and accuracy, is not a meaningi'tll rnc_usure of seilsitivity for the l-D, steady-flow c,t._;_:;.
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Fable 3: Base-Case Values and Ranges of Parameters for tile ttydrogeologic Units in tile
*t

Unsaturated Zone

Compressibility Faetors

I I

lihe compressibility of water, ,Ju.., is 9.8 × 10 r/m.

Unit A B C D Ev Ez

Coefficient of

Consolidation a 6.2 82. 12. 5.8 39. 26.

_t_,_, (1.0 x 10-r/m)

Matrix Propertles b

Grain Saturated Hydraulic Alpha,
Density Porosity, Conductivity, Km,_, Residual a Beta,

Uni_ (g/cm 3) n_n m/s' Saturation,S. (l/m) /,3

A 2.49 0.08 9.7x I0-t_ 0.002 8.21 x 10-s 1 558

(o.o5-O.lS) (1.o × to-'_ - s.o × to -'°) (o.oo-o.18) (o.oo3- 0.024) (1.3- ,,.4_
B 2.35 0.40 3.9 x l0 -°r 0.100 1.50 × 10-3 6 872

(o.2o--o.ro) (t.oxlo -°_-s.oxto -°' ) (o.oo-o.15) (o.ool-o.oal) (l.2-1s.o)
C 2.88 0.11 t.9 x 10 -tr 0.080 5.67 x 10-s 1 798

(a.0S- 0.._0) (I.0 × 10-_' - 5.0× t0 -'° ) (0,00- 0,23) (0,00t --0,020) (1.2-- 2,r,)
D 2.58 0.11 1.9 x 10 -tr 0.080 5.67 x I0 -s I 798

(0.05- 0,20) (1.0× 10-_ - 5.0× 10-°_) (0.00- 0.32) (0.001- 0.020) (1.2-- 2.5_
i::,- 2.,3"/" !).46 2.7 x 10 '°r 0.0,ti 1.60 x 10 -2 3 872

(o.ao- o.ss) (1.o× lo-"- s,o × lo -o') (o.oo- o,2s) (o.oos- o.o6o) (1.a .-7.0)
E_ 2.23 0.28 2.0 × 10 -_t 0.110 3.0_ x 10-s 1 602

(O.20 ---0.45) (1.0 × 10- L,t_.._.0 × 10 -_°) (o.oo - o.3o) (o.o01 - 0.o3o) (1.2 -- 3._,_

,.,, [,_e_e/ on SNL (_9S7). Appendix O.
A_I ba.se, case matrix data in this section are from Peters et ai. (19S-t).

c rbe matrix s.atu_a_ed coaductivity and the bulk matrix saturated cortductivity (K,n._) are
es.se.,:.,da1!ythe same because the factor (l-n,) that converts the matrix value to the
::::':[km.atrix value is nearly equal to one.

!,:.:.,.r.:"_ued "}
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Table3 Base-Cas: Values and Ranges of Parameters for the tlydrogeologic Unitsi,l

the Unsaturated Zone (concluded)

Fracture Properties a

* ttorizontal Fracture Saturated Fracture Fracture Fracture

Stress' Aperture ' ttydraulic Conductivity Density! Porosityg,

Unit (bars) (microns) (m/s) (no./m 3) ni ............

A 1.1 6.74 3.8 × 10 -_ 20 1.4 x 10 -4

(s.o× 1o-_- 5.0×1o-_) (1.o×lo-_--.1.o× 1o''_)
B 3.3 27.0 6.1 x 10 -'_ 1 2.7 x 10 -5

(g.0 x 10 -8 - ,5.0 x 10-') (2.0 x 10-" .,- 2.0 x 10")

C 9.5 5.13 2.2 x 10 -5 8 4.1 x 10 -5

(5.0× ,o-7- 1.o×1o-_) (2.0×1o-"-- .,.o×lo ,_)
D 21.9 4.55 1.7 x 10 -5 40 1.8 x 10 -4

(1.0 x 10 -_ - 1.0 x 10 -3) (1.0 x 10 -5 -- 5.0 x 10 -:_)

Ev 3,t.3 15.5 2.0 x 10 -4 3 4.6 x I0 -5

(2.0x I0-_ --2.0 x 10-3) (5,0x 10-'_- 5.0 x 10-4)

Ez 34.3 15.5 2,0 x I0 -4 3 4.6 x I0 -_

(2,Oxi0 '_ - 2.0 × 10-_) (5.0× 10-_ --5.0 × i0 -_)

Bulk Fracture

Fracture Saturated Hydraulic Alpha,

;ompressibility Conductivity h, Residual a Beta,

Unit (l/m) KI,_ (m/s) Saturation, Sr (l/m) fl .......

A 1.3 x i0 -_ 5.3 x I0 -_ 0,0395 1.285 4.23

(5.0× I0"'_ - 5.0 x 10-") (0,0- 0.15) (0.2- 6,0) (1,2- 7.0)

B 1,9 x 10-7 1.6 x 10-s 0,0395 1,285 4,23

(i,0× i0-_' - 1,0× 10-_) (0,0- 0,15) (0.2- 6.0) (1.2- 7.O)

C 5.6 x 10 s 0.9 x 10 -_ 0.0395 1.265 4.23

(1.0 × 10 -_ - 1.0 × 10 -_) (0,0 - 0,15) (0.2- 6.0) (1.2 - 7.0)

1) 1.2 x 10 -z 3.1 x 10 -_ 0.0395 1,285 4.23

(1,0x 10-:" - 1.0 x I0-(3) (0,0- 0.15) (0.2....6,0) (1.2-.-7,0)

Ev 2.8 x 10 s 9.2 x 10 -° 0.0395 1.285 4.23

(:.o×io-"-1.o×1o'_')(0,o--o.:,_)to.2-_,o)(t,2"r,,_)
I'_z 2.8 x 1U s 9.2 x 10 '_ 0.0395 1.285 .1.23

(:.o×1o-"--i.o×1o--_)(o,o-.-o,15)(o,2....o.o)i1.27,(_)

d. l:nless otherwise noted, base-case fracture information is based on Peters et al, (198-t),
e. ttorizontal stress is assumed to be one-third of the overburden weight, c valualed at the average

unit depth.

, f Base_t on Scott et al. (1983).

g. (:Mculated as fracture volume (aperture x 1 m 2) times the number of fractures per cubic metcr,

h. This value of Kl,b was obtained by multiplying the fracture conductivity by the fracture porosity,
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In steady-state analyses, water travel time is a function of tile flux and of tl_,,
effective volume of water along the flow path. The effective water volunle is ill turll a1,

no111inear function of pressure head, ¢, Thus, the travel time is a nonlinear fuTlctioll of
ali of the parameters that aft'ect the distribution of moisture and pressure head in ttmp,

column (Equations 7, 8, and 10) and can be used as a performance measure to test t,tl_
sensitivity of the mathematical model to these parameters,

One-Dimensional Transient Flow

The first performance measure for the l-D, translent-flow analyses is again takel_
to be the shortest water travel time between the base of tile repository and the water

table. In these analyses, it is assumed that the change in infiltration rate at tllc

upper boundary occurs when radionuclides are first released from the repository. Tt_e
flux pulse moving down through the column will overtake the water that has already
passed through the repository under the influence of the initial steady-flow conditioils.
Therefore, travel times from the repository should be calculated starting at the time
the upper boundary condition is changed to the new infiltration rate.

The second and third performance measures are, respectively, the time-.depende1_t
normalized flux passing the base of the repository, z = 219.5 m, and the normalized
flux passing the water table, z = 0,0 m. Tile flux at any time, t, is calculated for a,
1.0 rn 2 flow area and is normalized by the initial flux "_(t)/_(to),

2.4 Idealized Two-Dimensional Model

2.4.1 Model Domain and Boundary Conditions

The hydrogeologic units involved in the model for 2-D flow are those previously
described in Table 1. Figure 9 shows the idealized geologic section for these analyse';.
The 1-D column has simply been expanded to a 2-D section, and the units have bee_
tilted to an ave.rage dip of 6 °. The modeled region is bounded on the right by a falllt,
zone, and it, is assumed theft the repository extends across the fault zone. Ttle ,.,ve_,_ll

"_ " t.

height of the modeled section is 635.5 II1; tim nominal width is 1000.0 m. Coordlnat_._.;
for the locations numbered in Figure 9 are listed in Table 4,

' li'or the base cases, each unit is assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic, A krlo\vIJ
vertical flux, LO',is applied uniformly along the upper boundary, The left i'.)oundaI'y,

" z ::.-=0.0 m, is a no-flow boundary; the fault zone along the right boundary is also l,akt_
t,()be represented by a no-flow boundary at x -= 1000.0 m. The water table, ¢ .==0.0 _,J
at z ==0.0 m, is again taken as the lower boundary of the modeled region; it is locate_t
within Unit E and is assumed to be horizontal. Flow conditions arc' isotherznal.
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Little is known about, the condit,ions at, lat,eral bo_lJldaries or ev_'ll Wltat, 1_il.,,lli

be an appropriate boundary for sit,e-scale analyses, Tile fault zone, alc,xlg tile rigl_t

boundary can be explicitly modeled as a columrl of highly fract, ured, porotls xriat,¢,ri.I

between x = lO00,O m and x :=. 1000,5 m, The right bouttda.ry of the ¢'.olttil_l_ ¢,1
4

fractured material representing the fault, is taken as a no.-ltow bouz_dary, Tl_e fract_lrt:tJ

materials in the fault zone could have hydrl.tulic corxductivities tha.t are much less l,llall,

comparable to, or orders of magnitude greater t,harl those in the adjaceilt_ ma.t,erial t'l'c,l_l

which they were derived, The amount of alt,eration of tile hydraulic conduct,ivil_it>,

depends on the type of faulting and subsequent weathering and depc_sitional proce::is_:,,_,,

The effective width of materials in the fault, zoi_e having altered hydraulic properties

is not known, For analyses with the fault modeled explicitly _s a fractured, por_:,u:;

material, the width is initially taken to be 0,,.5 m and ranges from 0.5 to ,5,0 m,

If there is a significant volume of water diverted above tt_e repository froth I,t_,

rock mass irrt,o the fracture or into the fault zone, the volume of water contacting t,tlc,

waste could be reduced by not storing w'ast,e close to the fault, The results of the '2-I)

variations can be reevaluated with the repository truncated sonle distance to the left,

of the fault zone to observe the effect of the distance bet, weell tile repository alld the

fault zone on the distributions of groundwater travel time and on the volume of water

flowing through the repository.

2.4.2 Material Properties

Base-case values for the hydrologic properties for each of tltc hydrogeolugic ullit.._,

are those given in Table 3. No base-case values are given for hydrologic propert, i_:s c_l"

the fault zone because the right boundary is being treated a.s a no-.flow boundary i;_
the base cases,

The sources of parameter uncertainty for the 1-D model al,.so col_tribute t;o unc:¢_r-

tainty in the 2-D model. These include the matrix and fracture p(_rosities, sat_lri_t,',l

conductivities, and the c_ and [_ parameters in the Muale_r_/Var_ (.;entlcht,_ co_dt_cl, i_'-

ity model. The two-dimensionality of these analyses introduc._:,._-;additional sot_rc(:,r; c_l

t:,aramcter ur_certainty, Those considered i_ tttts st t_dy a,r_ disc_ ....... tbt, l_,w,

t-lydraulic conductivities were a_ssumed t,_ b_ isot.ropic in the 2-1) t.,a:_:_,-c,as_: i._ll,_ly-.

ses. Units B and E, although primarily nonwelded, are assumed to conl, ai_ _lu.__,r,,t_:.,

lenses of less-permeable welded materials, These t_eterogc,_eous units could be r_l_,d.-

eled as homogeneous units with effectively anisotropic hydraulic conductivities, 7I'}t,_'r'_'

is evidence that effective anisotrol_y in an _n,,:;attlrat¢_d, layered mat¢_rial i_crem'_e_ _.'.;t l_'

i)r'essure head decreases and theft tl_is ca_ cause v(_ry higl_ a,_i'_()l,r'ol,y ratios (Ma_t(,I:!l,,_

a_d Gelhar, 1987). Ratios of horizontal to vertical conduct, ivit, v ttr(: a.sst__l(:,(l I,() _al_i.!,_'
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Table 4: Coordinates of Ltle Numbered l:)oi_lt,s (Figure. 9) for the Two-Dinlensional ii'low

Analyses

Point Coordinates (m)
X g

1 0,0 635,5
2 0,0 608.7

3 0,0 570,6

4 0,0 440,5

5 0,0 329,1

6 0,0 324,6

7 0,0 235,4

8 O.0 O,0

9 1000,0 530,4

10 1000,0 503,6

11 1000.0 465,5

12 1000,0 335,4

13 1000,0 224,0

14 1000,0 219.5

15 1000,0 130,3

lt; 1000.0 0,0

17 1000,5 530,4

18 1000.5 503,6

19 1000.5 465,5

20 1000,5 335,4

21 1000,5 224,0

22 1000,5 21.9.5

23 1000.5 130.3

24 1000.5 0.0

i.
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t'ron_ 1.0 to 100(), llere "lxcJrizontal" is tuken to n_eazl p_r_ll_,l tc_tlxc,dil_ of tt_e t_ydf_,
l¢_,ulc,gic units and "vertic_l" is I,aketL to nxe_tl_Peri:,eI_dlcul_'Lrto clip, The i_lagIIJi,_Icl_,sc,l
t,tle relative coiitributiulls Lo anisotropy fronl xn_ttrix and fract, ure;_ are a[sc_ klll(',(,l'[,iiili,

' When the, nonwelded materials o1' Unit E are subjected to hlgll co11Ilnlng stre:,ses,
the hydrologic propertie_ of the fractures may be indist, tnguishable, from those of t l_(,
intact rock, To observe tile effect ttlts might l_ave on the per['or111a_l('(_'L_lensLll'(_:;,(!lLil
li; can be treated as unfrac, turcd rock with matrix flow ol_ly,

2,4,3 :Performance Measures

l'erformance measures for the 2,-D flow cases are intended to assess the n_ag_lt,_dc,

of I_.tteral diversion of flow and its effect on the performanc, e of tl_e repository, Tli(,
spatial distribution of groundwater travel times from the base of tl_e repository tc) t,ln_,
water table is the first pc:rformanc:e measure, TI_e second and third measures arc, tl_(,
spatial distributions of the flux passing through the repository horizon and the water
table, respectively, Ali fluxes are calculated for a 1,0-m thickness of the vertical, 2-,I)
nection,

2.5 Base-Case Definitions

t"o_ local sensitivity analyses, a base-case analysis determines the point i_ parax_et('_
space at which model sensitivities are tested, Because of the nonlinear nature of tl_is

problem, sensitivities are expected to be dependent on the flux chosen for the t_as_
cases. Six base ca.ses are defined to include the 1- and 2-[) fl(.)w_odels, steady- aI_(l

tran_,i(,'_lt..flow cor_dilions, and low and high fluxes to (:On_l)are se_sitivitit,s wit,t_ I,_,ll_
matrix-dominated and fracture-dominated flow, For 1-D steady..ttow conditions, tt_¢_
t,ase c:a.,-;esare

(",ase 1' i) - ().1 mm/yr to obt,ai_ matrix-dornin;tted ttow; and

(]mst' 2' // .... 1.() i__m/yr l,o obtain condltio_ts _lear I,l_(.!tr_t_,_;it,iol_t'rc,_ llllt[.li...
doxninated to fracture-dominated flow,

q

'}"c)rl,t_etransient-flow cases, it is assumed that steady-flow (:()_dil,ions prevail u_(l_,r litr,
i_il.ial tlux and 1,t_(:_ia step charll, c.'in flux is appli(:d, '.l'ran.'_ie.r_tllow is l,.h(.'_lol,,_,_t'vc,l
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unLll a new steady-flow cc:,tldttic._rlis reacllecl, l,'or 1..1_t,raIl_:;it,l_t....llc,wC'.C,lltlilit,J,::,II_'
bt_e c.tusesare,

Ct_,_e3:_4 changes t'roi_ 0,t t_tcxl/yr t,o (1,2 i_ll_/,,'r' t.<,<_l.,I,ail_t,ra.i_:sic,l_t, _atvi:;.
dominated flow; and

Cruse4: _ changes f'rorrl 0,5 IxHi_/yr to 1,0 t_ltll/yr to obtaitt traTisiclLt <'oiLtlitic,l_._;
near tile transit, lon f'ro11_n_atrix-dot_irlttte_l tc, f'racturt,.-d(_t,_i_ated fl_w,

Tl_e btuse cases for 2-D steady flow are

Cruse 5: _ =. 0,1 mnl//yr to obtain n_atrix-dotnir_ated lib.,w;a_d

Case 6: _ = 1,0 mrn/yr to obtain conditions near file transition f'rot_l t,tat,cix-.
dominated to combined ntatrix and fracture flow,
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3 Discussion of Analyses

3,1 Modeling Strategy

The strategy adopted for this sensitlvit, y study was first to identify the types of

flow behavior that strongly influence the performance measures and then to look at

which parameters, site features, or relationships among them tend to control the types

of behavior that are of most interest, Specific analyses were selected to provide insigJ_t
and understttndiug of the behavior of the system rat, lier than to quantify seltsit, lvities

and rank the importance of parameters or features, Specifically, we sought to

• identify relationships among model parameters and system features that sigl_it'-

tcantly affect the performance measures,

• identify conditions that cause the performance measures to change abruptly,
ali d

• determine whether the system response revealed by the performance measures
is monotonic,

The modeling done in support of this study was divided into three parts: l-D,

steady flow; l-D, transient flow; and 2-D, steady flow, Appendix A lists the computer

codes and briefly describes the computing resources used for this study, The relatively

simple and inexpensive l-D, steady-flow analyses were performed first to provide initial

insight into systent behavior and to guide the selection of conditions t,o investigate ixl

the more complex and expensive 2-D analyses,

One-Dimensional Steady-Flow Analyses

Under l-D, steady-flow conditions, only the part, of the colunln betwer.n the repo:;-.

itory and the water table can influence the groundwater travel-tim(:: performance men.-.

sure; the rnateriaJs above the ret)ository are automatically excluded froxn consideratiott.

'1'he In_terial parameters in Units I) and E and the bo_lndary conditions were v'aricd

one at, a time about t,he two l-D, steady-flow, base cases, These analyses provided

useful insights especia, lly into the abrupt changes and morlotonicit, y in the t)erforlllatlc('

measure, and they were simple, inexpensive, and easy tr) autom_t,e for mult, lple runs.
4

One-Dimensional Transient-I,'h:_w A.nalys_.,s

For the l-D, transient..flow ailalyses, l,lle b_u_e cases were rull l,o create a (:oI[tt.,l('l._

set of analyses of the ba_se cmse.s defined by Prindh.'. (1987),
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Tw_-Dimensional Steady-Flow Analyses

Irl the 2..D an_ly_es we used single- and multiple-parameter variations about tll_

base cases, These v,_rlations were selected to investigate

• the effects of the upper units on the flux distribution at, the repository lcre:l,

the ability of the lower units to redistribute flux below the repository, and

• the effects of flux distribution on the groundwater travel-time performance mea-
sure.

The 2-D model of this physical system contains many more parameters that can in-

fluence the performance measures than does the 1-D model. Also, it is much less

constrained and so can respond in ways that the 1-D model cannot,

3.1.1 Limitations of This Study

When evaluating the results of these analyses, it is important to recognize that

the system being studied is highly constrained and simplified, Whether the analyses

are 1- or 2-D, liquid water is constrained by the imposed boundary conditions to flow

downward from the ground surface to a static water table; this necessarily limits the

kinds of behavior that can be observed, For the sake of presenting a manageable

problem for the HYDROCOIN Project, the medels defined for this study were greatly

simplified. Processes and conditions have been ignored that could strongly influence

ttle behavior of a real repository site. The processes and parameters considered in this

study are

• one-dimensional flow of liquid water;

• two-dimensional flow of liquid water;

• infiltration rate;

• pararneter uncertainty for the matrix and fracture flow parameters (.K,,_t, S, n,

a,/3) in uniform, homogeneous, hydrogeologic units;

• altered properties in Unit E (zeolitic versus vitric);

• wa.ter table position (1-D only);

• lack of hydraulically distinguishable fractures in tl_e nonwelded matrrials o[' Ui_it

E;
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• fault zone properties and dimensions;

' • continuum representation of structurally induced anisotropy wlLhin t,he be¢l¢l¢,_l,
nonwelded hydrogeologic units; and

t

• effect on lateral flow of the relationship between conductivity curves of adjacellt
units, ,

Some processes and parameters that may be importanl but have not been consider_,_l
are

the three-dimensional structure of the site;

• spatial variability of matrix and fracture properties within hydrogeologlc m_it,,,.,;

• spatial and temporal variability of the infiltration boundary condition;

• two-phase flow driven either by the thermal gradient or by topographic/atmosplleric
effects;

• tke geothermal gradient as it affects liquid and gas properties;

• the effect of measurement and modeling scales on parameter variance;

• intra-unit bedding (except through structurally ind_lced anisotropy in homoge-.
neous units);

• flow across fault zones;

• local or large-scale channeling in fractures;

• preferential flow paths in the rock matrix;

• fingering in unstable, transient flows;

• hysteresis in conductivity and saturation curw_s al_d t,tle associated el[cots c,l'
initial conditions;

• tlw. width of the section modeled;4

• the change, of the elevation of the water table in response to highly col_cel_t,rat_,,I
• flows; and

• llncertainty in the mathematical model used to describe ttle pt_ysical systel_

(e,g., ttle assumption of Darcy flow in sub_nicron pores at low saturat, ions),
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• _.f'_¸3 2 One-D,imensional, Steady-Flow ..,tudy

Ident,[ficat_oa of appropriate methods for performing sensitivity analyses is one go<_!

of HYDROCOtN, A b_}c understanding of the system is essentia! ",ecause the app,:r_
t

ent nonlinea.rlt}es .may' preclude the use of some conventiona} methods of sensitivity

ana}ys}s. One-dimensional, steady-flow solutions are computational!y efticient and f,:-

c[[itate gaining [nsi.ght into mode} behavior. This insight may then serve _o guide the

more computati.onatly intensive transient and twc_dtmension.._[ analyses.

3. o..1 Strategy

A first approach, and the one d}scassed here, is a conditional variation of pa rat_:¢'.

ter..s, o.r lo,ca.[ sensit}vity anabsis. In this method, a ba_e.-case a.nalysis determines ti_c

point irt parameter space at wh[chmode}ser_s[ttvities are tested. Results of this bas[,

methodo[:c'gy ma);. provide the insight needed to select more sophisticated approaches.

The 1-D ideal[zed d,-,.matn considered is shown kn Figure 2. The t,vo base-case

,._u.x_' " va}ues are 0.1 mm//"yr (}ow. flux)and 1.0 mm/yr:. (high flux) Recall that Unit F is
composed entirely of zeolitic materta}s as the standard base case. Base-ca,se parameters

are deft.ned in Tab}e 3 atortg with a range of values on the model parameters to be
..,,

invest_gat,ed, These parameters include n,-.,.., E,_:_., S,_, , a.,,., ,,..i,,,:,r_/ , A',._,,, Sf.,, a,,, and

_t'. In the case of one.-dimens[ona!,, steady flow, or:ly c.haractertstics of those ,xnits below

the re.po.sitory (Units D and E).: aft,ect the groundv,ater trave! time from the reposlto:v
levo!: to .the water table.

Other mode{ variations {nclude input flux, water table location., and the composition:

,or trntt g. _o: the [o,,v-flux base ,:'ase, the input flux is varied over the range of 0.01

.,-,._.m,"vrto 0.5 mm/yr. The range for tt_e high flux case is 0.5 mn.',,;'yr to 4.0 toni'yr.

't'he water table ,,vii[ be a{[o_ved to rise from its current position at z. = 0 m to z := 20

m. "i'Le composition of Un[t g v,'i[{ vary from 0% "vltric " _ "-" . .t,.e., Ez) to 1_;'0"._vitric [, e

EV : ,

The ar',p,ea.c}, w_< t.3 cc,mr, ute '_'_{'-:u;.:-[m,,,> grot, tzdwater trave! t[u_t' usi:_g !_o_.s,-

cal.:so_ pa-a:nete." va[ue_ and then to ider.cify op.e [_ap,.'t pa.,-av.:etcr av..d vary i.',s _:_.i'.,.,_

over tLe aet'ned faa.ge, i'he !.-D, sr.eadv-s,'.a_e solver, I,I..U\'IA t ti,._'?klns a:_d t_,a<,, ,

19S9_, ,,,,'as modified to facilitate tke.se co.,v,.putatious. The resulting travel tiule_: wt,'c

t_'._e.."plotted, as a function of the parameter value be[ag varied. A maior, disadva':_tagc ,

in _.}_isapproach is the dependence of the results on the de._i_titioa of a base case. A

ce":tp[ete set of the param, eter variations di_c,..:.-:sed above was co,,:_puted for each of R,u"
_, 3--*e C adse5 :

• Low flux, Unit E ze.olitic"
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• High flux, Unit E zeolitic;

• • Low flux, Unit E vitric; and

, • High flux, L!nit E vitric.

3.2.2 Results

An attempt was made to use a standard ordinate scale in the figures for east, in

comparison; however, in some cases an adjusted scale was desirable because it allowed

certain features or differences to be highlighted. Results for ali four base cases are

presented in Figures 10 through 39 at tile end of Section 3.

The imposed infiltration rate was the first parameter varied and is shown in Figure

10 (Ez) and Figure 11 (Ev). Note that as the flux approaches 0.5 mm/yr in the low flux

case of Figure 10 the hyperbolic curve slopes slightly downward. To look at this more

closely, the infiltration rate was divided into three ranges with a base case flux of 1.0

mm, yr using Unit Ez. Also calculated was the percent of the domain (volume between

the repository and water table) that was in the dominantly matrix flow regime, as

opposed to fracture flow. From Figure 12 it is apparent that, with the base parameter

values, the domain is dominated by matrix flow from 0.1 mm/yr to approximately 0.4

mm/yr. Between 0.5 and 0.6 mm/yr (Figure la) the transition from matrix to fracture

flow occurs. The percentage holds steady at 40% after the Ez layer has experienced

the transition and while the layer D saturates. Then, close to 0.54 rnm/yr, layer D

very quickly becomes dominated by fracture flow. This analysis was repeated using

Unit Ev in place of the base Unit Ez and fracture flow is not initiated until after

the flux has reached 0.65 mm/yr (Figure 14). It. is apparent that groundwater travel

times are extremely sensitive to flux rates particularly in the range of transition from
matrix-dominated to fracture-dominated flow.

Examination of the mathematical model indicates that several parameters have a

linear effect on the fluid velocity.. These include porosity., saturated conductivity., and

laver thickness, ttowever, ifthe flow regime is in transition from matrix- to fracture-

doininated flow, the resulting variation or groundwater travel tilne may be nc,nlix_ear.

Figures 15 through 18 show this predominantly linear relationship as the matrix alltt

fracture porosity are varied for ali base cases. These plots have three curves, as do

many subsequent plots. The curve labeled "Ez" indicates the variatio1._ of the indicaied

parameter within the [.',nit Ez; the curve labeled "D" shows the variation of that unit's

parameter; and the curve labeled "Others" shows that the other units do not influence

" groundwater travel time. The effect of raisiT_g the water table by 20 ni is showl_ i_l

Figures 19 and 20; it has little influence oI_ the resultillg gro_lndwater travel tin,c.

Figure 19 also highligl_i" the profound dilterence in travel time between tile high- al_d
low-flux b_se cases, l_articularlv when Unit E is zeolitic. Fi_ures",.l and 2_',.show t t_e
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variation of the matrix saturated hydraulic conductivity. To illustrate that the extren_e

)nli_learity is caused by flow transition, the high-flux case with unit Ez was repeated

with the percent matrix flow computed. Figure 23 shows that the abrupt change in

travel time corresponds to the transition from fracture to matrix flow. Note also that

when the flow is in predominantly one flow regime, the variation is linear. Figures

24 and 25 show the variation of fracture saturated hydraulic conductivity. The linear

behavior and relatively small tray,d-time change in the low-flux case of Figure 24 is due

to the fact that there is no transition of flow regime across the given range of values

and that matrLx flow dominates in this case. This variation was repeated using Ev in

place of Ez (Figure 25). The linearity in both flux cases can be understood from the

initial flux variation calculations with the Unit Ev showing the flow to be mostly in the

matrix even at the high flux. Figures 26 through 29 suggest negligible effect of both

matrix and fracture residual saturation, &, over the given range of values for ali base
cases.

Tt_e next set of variations involves ct and 3, the model parameters that control

t t_e shape of the conductivity and saturation curves. Hydraulic conductivity curves are

shown in Figures 3 through 8. The curve-fil, ting parameter, a, affects the pressure head

at which desaturation begins. The slope of the curve during desaturation is influenced

by _5. Figures 30 through 37 show that travel time is more sensitive to the matrix a

and 13 when Unit Ev is the base and more sensitive to the fracture a and _ when Ez

is the base unit. lt is evident that the range of values given in some cases causes a

transition in flow regime.

The last parameter studied was the percent of Ev present in Unit E. Recall that the

defined base case assumed 0.0% (all Ez). Figure 38 shows that in the high-flux case,

tt_e greater the percentage of Ev, the greater the travel time. ttowever, in the lm_-

flux case, the travel time first decreases with increasing percent Ev and then increases

again. This phenomenon is explained with the help of Figure 39. As the ratio Ev/E

approaches 50%, more fracture flow is induced in Ez which still makes up the majority

of the domain. This results in a decrease in travel time. However, once past 50%,

tt_,: n_atrix flow of Uzlit Ev dominates and the travel time increases as the percent, t!;v
increases.

3.2.3 Conclusions

'l't,v input parameters that most significantly affect the resulting groundwater travel

time are those that force a transition in flow regime over tl_e given range of paramet_'r

r_lues. In this study, with the defined base cases and range of values, these paraTneters
itlclude

• flux, i_;

t
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• matrix hydraulic conductivity, A';

• • fracture curve tilting parameters, al and f3/; and

. • percent Ev.I

To reiterate, these results are dependent on the selection of base-case pararnet(_r

values and the given parameter ranges, An accepted approach to sensitivity analysis

not subject to these limitations would be most desirable, However, from the results of

this study it is apparent that groundwater travel time is neither linear nor monotonic,

These characteristics render some sensitivity analysis methods unacceptable, including

linear regression and rank regression, Any approach requiring many solutions may

become prohibitive in terms of computer time when applied to analyses involving higher
dirnensions or transient flow.

3.3 One-Dimensional, Transient-Flow Study

3.3.1 Strategy

Four 1-D transient-flow analyses were completed: the two base cases defined in

Prindle (1987) and two variations of the base cases using vitric rather than zeolitic

properties in Unit E. These four analyses will be used in the base-case comparisons,

The variations with vitric material properties in Unit E were also run to observe tt_e

effect on the performance measures of high matrix capacitance and conductivity in the
lowermost unit.

3.3.2 Results

Flux Increases from 0.1 to 0.2 mm/yr

In this case, both the initial and final fluxes are sufficiently low that flow througll¢_t

tile 1-D coluInn is everywhere matrix-dominated, The general flow behavior and dev¢_l.-

opment of the flux profile with time is very little affected by having vitric rather tha_

zeolitic materials irl Unit E; the transient flux profiles are shown in Figures 40 and 41.

The flux increases very rapidly in the welded tufts of Unit A but incre_es much more'

slowly in the nonwelded tufts of Unit B. At tile pressure heads associated witIl t}J(::-;,:'

" fluxes, Unit B has a very large storage capacity. Considerable water must be st oxed iii

1/init B before the flux passing through to Unit C begins to increase sigllificantly. 'I'll(.

rate of filling of s_orage in Unit B controls tile rate of tlle flux increase in each c,f t}_,.
units below it.
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Table 5: Summary of Minimum Groundwater Travel Times for the One-Dimensional

Transient-Flow Analyses.

Applied Flux Unit E Minimum Groundwater

(mm/yr) Properties Travel Time (yrs)

0.1 to 0.2 Zeolitic 222,000

Vitric 226,000

0.5 to 1.0 Zeolitic 400

Vitric 37,300

Flux at the repository begins to increase after about 8,000 yrs and increases gradu-

ally to the new steady-flow condition after 200,000 yrs (Figure 42). At the water table,

the increase of flux follows the same pattern but does not start to incre_se until about

t = 12,000 yrs (Figure 43).

A particle released at the repository level at the same time that the flux boundary

condition is changed (i.e., t = 0.0 yr) travels under tile influence of the initial flux of

0,10 mm/yr for 8,000 yrs. The remainder of its travel to the water table occurs during
the transition between the initial and final steady fluxes. The minimum advective

trave] time with zeolitic materials in Unit E is 222,000 yrs, Table 5. For the conditions

considered here, the vitric materials in Unit E store slightly more water than the zeolitic

materials. Therefore, the travel time of 226,000 yrs for vitric Unit E is slightly longer.

Flux Increases from 0.5 to 1.0 mm/yr

At _ = 0.5 mm/yr, the welded units (Units A, C, and D) and the zeolitic nonwelded

materials of Unit Ez are nearing matrix saturation and so have very little additional

storage capacity. When flux is increased to 1.0 mm/yr, flow irl these units becomes

fracture-dominated. During the transition of flux from 0.5 mm/yr to 1.0 mm/yr, the

ii_creased flow goes mostly into the fractures, which have very little capacitance, and

the front of incrca.sed flux moves very rapidly through the column (Figures 44 and 45).
The nonwelded materials in Unit B and vitric Unit Ev, on the other hand, still have

considerable matrix-storage capacity when _ = 0.5 mm/yr; also, flow through them

remains matrix-dominated after the flux is increased to 1.0 mm/yr. The flux increa.se:_

slowly in these units while the amount of water irl storage increases; compare the ftu×

patterns in Unit E in Figures 44 and 45.

The type of materials in Unit E has a minimal effect on the rate of flux increa_se at

the repository. The flux increases abruptly as the steep front passes tile repository level
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at t = 330 yrs with zeolitic materials and at t = 380 yrs for vitric materials (ti'igurc

46), However, tile increase at the water table is very different for the two materials,
• When Unit E is zeolitic, the sharp flux front moves rapidly down through the fractures

and causes an almost instantaneous rise in flux at t = 420 yrs, When Unit E is vil,ric,
. additional water is being stored in the matrix and flux increases gradually throughout

the unit. The flux increase at tile water table does not begin until t - 680 yrs, and the

transition from initial to final flux takes about 1,000 yrs (Figure 47).

Groundwater travel times for the two different materials in Unit E are dramatically

different (Table 5). The front of increased flux overtakes a particle released from rh(.
repository very quickly for both: t = 390 yrs for zeolitic Unit E and t -- 800 yrs for vitric
Unit E. When the materials in Unit E are zeolitic, the particle experiences continuous
fracture flow from the time the flux front overtakes it in Unit D until it reaches tl_e

water table; the resulting travel time is only 400 yrs. When Unit E is vitric, however,
flow in Unit D becomes fracture-dominated with the passage of the flux front, but flow

in Unit E remains matrix-dominated; this produces a much longer groundwater travel
time of 37,000 yrs.

3.3.3 Conclusions

Based on these few analyses, we conclude that the applied flux interacts quite
strongly with the stratigraphy to influence both the flux and groundwater travel-time

performance measures for transient 1-D fow. When flux is low enough for the entire
column to be in matrix-dominated flow, the materials that make up Unit E (i.e., zeolitic

or vitric) have very little effect on either the flux or travel-time measures, and travel
times are quite long. However, at the higher fluxes considered, the materials composing
Unit E determine whether flow there is fracture-dominated or matrix-dominated. Wh(_.n

Unit E is zeolitic, flow becomes fracture-dominated, the flux front passes very quickly,

and the groundwater travel time is short. When Unit E is vitric, flow remains matrix-
dorninated, th.e high matrix capacitance of the vitric materials slows the advance of the
flux front, and the groundwater travel time is greatly increased,

3.4 Two-Dimensional, Steady-Flow Study

3.4.1 Strategy

In the 1-D model, flow is always constrained to flow in a straight path frorn t,I_(._
ground surface to the water table. Flow in the 2-I) model is free to redistribute across
the section and to locally reduce or concentrate tlle flux, The variations discussed below
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were selected to identify individual parameters and parameter combinations that could

significantly influence the performance me_ures in the 2-D model.

Specifically, we sought to investigate
q

• tile effects of the upper units and of the fault zone on the flux distribution at,

the repository level,

• the ability of the lower units to redistribute flux below the repository, and

• the effects of flux redistribution on t_he groundwater travel-time performance
measure,

To accomplish this, we used three types of model variations: 1) we'changed a given

model parameter simultaneously in ali units and then varied the applied flux, 2) we

varied a group of parameters in one or more units and then varied the applied flux,

and 3) we explicitly modeled the fault zone and then varied the fault-zone properties

and the applied flux.

In the discussions below, the variations are grouped as follows:

• base-case properties (zeolitic materials in Unit E);

• vitric materials in Unit E;

• modifications of Unit B and C conductivity curves;

• variation of residual saturations;

• variation of slope parameter, /3, in the Mualem/Van Genuchten conductivity

model;

• zero fract, ure conductivity in Unit E;

• anisotropic conductivities in Unit B;

• anisotropic conductivities in Unit E;

• conducting fault zone_ and

• location of repository relative to tlle fault zone.
v

'l'he 93 2--D analyses that we performed are listed in Table 6. The ma,terial properties

u,_',_,¢tin each variation are described in Appendix B. Plots that illustrate the res llll,s

c,f t,h¢' '2-.11)analyses are included at the end of Section 3. There are four n_ain set, s c)I

t)l(jt.s
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']'a,ble 6: Variations CoI_sidered in the Two, Dimensional, Steady-Flow Analyses

Applied Flux (mm/yr) Description of Variation
0,01 0.10 0,20 _,30 4,00

x x x x x x x Base case properties (zeolitic materials in l,,Jait E}.

x x x x x x x Vitric materials in kInit E,

x x x x Modification 1 of K.a¢, a, and/3 iri Units B and C.

x x x x Modification 2 of Kaat, a, and/3 in Units B and (:,

x x x x Modification 3 of K.at_ a, and fl in Units B atld C,

x x x x x Residual saturation set to maximum specified value
in ali units.

x x x x x Residual saturation set greater than nnaxin_urn si,t_c-
ified value in ali units.

x x x x x /3 reduced (slope of conductivity curve ttatt, e_l('d) i_l
ali units.

x x Zero fracture conductivity in Unit E.

x x 'x. x Anisotropic conductivities in Unit B, lv:5h,

x x x x Anisotroplcconductivitiesin Unit B lv:20h,

x x x Anisot, roplc conductivities in Unit I3, lv:b0h,

x x x .Anisotrolnc conductivities in 13nit I3, lv:100l,

× x x Anim:,troplc conductivitie,J in Uait t5, lv:20()t_.
/

x x I x Anisotrotnc conductivities in IJnit B lv'5(,)()h,

x x 1 x Anisotroplc conductivitiesin 1.1nit B lv'10()()l_.'f .........................................................................................................



Table 6: Variations Considered in the Two-Dirnensional, Steady-Flow Analyses

(concluded)

Applied Flux (mm/yr) Description of Variation
0101 0,10 0,201 ),30 0.50 1,00 4,00
......................... t ....................................................................................................

I

x x ' x x Anisotropic conductivities in Unit E, lv:20h,

x x , x x x Anisotropic conductivities in Unit E, lv'100h,

x x I x x Anisotropic conductiviti¢,,s in Unit E, lv'500h.I

x x x x Anisotropic conductivities in Unit E, lv:100}l; az,,l
Modification 3 of K,,,t, c_, and fl irl Units B arid C,.

, x x x Fault zone explicitly modeled; fault-zone width =-:.().5
m; fault-zone fracture Ksa_ increased by factor of 200
relative to adjacent unfaulted material.

x x x Fault zone explicitly modeled; fault-zone width :..-
0,5 m; fault-zone fracture Kaat increased by factt, r

of 1,000 relative to adjacent unfaulted material,

x Fault zone explicitly modeled; fault-zone wiclt,tt ....-:
1,0 m; fault-zone fracture K.at increased by factor

of 1,000 relative to adjacent unfaulted material.

x Fault zone explicitly modeled; fault-zone width -
2,0 rh; fault-zone fracture K_at increased by fa(:t,,r
of 1,000 relative to adjacent unfanlted mat, eri_.tl.

x x Fault zone explicitly modeled; fault.-zone wi¢lIll ..

5.0 m; fault-zone fracture K,,at inclea:_ed by f,tct.,r

of 1,000 relative tc, _¢ljacenl, unfaulted iIlat,_:ri_LI

!
....................... .....................................................................................................................................................................................



• particle tracks between the ground surface and the w_xter table fox' 91 oi' tlle !_:l

analyses (Figures 48 through 138);
4

• spatial distribution of flux normal to the repository (Figures 139 through 1(_2);

" . spatial distribution of flux normal to the water table (Figures 163 through 18(;);
and

• spatial distribution of groundwater travel times for flow between the reposit,ory

and the water table (Figures 187 through 210),

We were not able to calculate particle tracks through Unit B fox' two of the antsotroplc

cases because of unresolved numerical problems in that part of the finite-element mest_.

3.4.2 Results

In the 2-D analyses, the factors that can cause lateral flow are allowed to act. As in

the model for 1-D flow, it is assumed that the flux entering the top of the column has

already migrated past the zone of evapotranspiration. In the discussions that follow,

refers to the uniform flux applied at the ground surface and not to the local flux.

Base-Case Properties

In the first group of 2-D analyses, all of the material properties were set to their

base-case values', zeolitic properties were used in Unit E; and the fault zone was assumed

to bc so fully altered as to form a complete barrier to flow.

Under these conditions, with an applied flux of 0.01 mln/yr, flow is vertical througll-.

out the section (Figure 118). This results in uniform distributions of flux at both the

repository and the water table (Figures 139 and 163). The flow is matrix-dominated ill
ali of the units. Groundwater travel times decrease linearly from left to right be(:au,_(_

of the linear decrease in the length of the flow path (Ii'igure 187),

When the applied flux is increased to 0,10 mm/yr, the tendency ['or down-dip flow

to occur in Unit B becomes apparent (Figure 49). The flux distributions arc only

slightly skewed to the right (Figures 1.39 and 16,3). The groundwater travel times arc
' still linearly distributed, and the decrease from travel time for _ = 0,01 mm/yr is

proportional to the increase in applied flux.
I

The arnount of flow diverted laterally by the conductivity contrast between U11its

B and C increases as the applied flux is iIlcrc_Lsed, and the flux distributions are iIl-

creasingly skewed to the right (Figures 50 i,}_rough 54), Flow between tlie repository
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and the water table r'ernains essentially vertical for ali of tile fluxes corlsidcred so, tll_t

ttl_: ttux distributions ab tile water table are nearly identical to ttlosc at thf' rel)OSil._ry ,
level. At, ?] =_:0,20 mxn/yr, the entire section ts still Irt matrix flow, ttowever, for 0 i):
0,30 mm/yr, fracture flow is initiated at the right boundary in Units C, 1), and 1,;,

1

At the higher fluxes, the conductivity contrast between Units B and C effectively
shields most of tl_e repository from the effects of increases in t,he applh:d flux by di-.
vertil_g the flow through Unit B to the fractures near the right boundary (Figure 139),
The result is that, after lateral dlverslon becomes significant (t',e, for 71> 0,20 mm/yr),
groundwater travel times for particles released from 80% to 90% of the repository de-
crease very slowly with increasing applied flux , However, near the right boundary,
travel times plunge to very small values because of the relatively large quantity of'
water flowing rapidly through the fractures (Figure 187),

Vii, ric Matertalu in Unit E

Unit E has been described as comprising vitric and zeolitic materials whose thick-
nesses vary across the site (Prindle, 1987). It was assumed that the alteration from
the vitric to the zeolitic form could change the saturated matrix conductivity by sev-
eral orders of magnitude (Table 3) and that this change could siguificantly infiu_ence
the performance rneasures. Irt the first group of analyses, one bounding condition was
considered with only zeoli_ic materials in Unit E, In this group of analyses, we study
the other bounding condition with Unit E comprising only vitrtc materials,

The use of properties for vitric rather than zeolitic materials has no effect on the
d_velopraent of lateral diversion in Unit B as the applied flux is increased (Figures 55
tl_rough 61) or on the spatial distribution of flux at the repository (Figure 1,10), Under
low-flux conditions (_',e, _ < 0,20 mm/yr) where flow is matrix-dorninated with either
zeolitic or vitric nlaterials in Unit E, the use of vitrlc rather than zeollttc properties has

no, significant effect on either the flux distribution below the repository (Figure 1.64) or
_,n the distribution of groundwater travel times (Figure 188),

tlo wever, when 0 > 0.30 mm/yr, the vitric materials signiticantly change the flow
[,_,h_tvior below tt,_e reposito_y, The vitric materials have a high In_.trix conduct, ivit,y
and a high moisture-storage capacity, both much greater than the zeolitic materia, ls,
Even the highest of the concentrated fluxes carried in the fractures when Unit I!?,i,'_
zec,litic will flow entirely in the matrix when Ilnit E is vitric, Also, nlatrix flow in Unit
1!;tel_ds to disperse the tluxes concentra.ted in the fractures of Units C arid D (Figures

58 tt_r(n.lgh 61), The combined effect of these factors is to i1_crease the rni_li_nlll:,_
groundwater travel time's observed near the right boundary in tlle vitric materials by
t,ttr_e to four orders of magnitude over those observed in the z,_olitic r_t,t:ril.ds (Fit!,ur_'
lsz).
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Table 7: Saturated Bulk Conductivities for Matrix and Fractures for Modltlcatl¢_lls _,l'
I

Units B and C

" Bulk K,at (mm/yr)
Variation Unit B Unit C Unit D

Matrix Fracture Matrix Fracture Matrix Fracture

Base Case 12300 505 0,60 28 0,60 !17
Modification 1 3160 114 2,5 62 2,5 97
Modification 2 316 57 2,5 200 2,5 97
Modification 3 32 13 15,8 630 15,8 97

Modifications of Unit B and Unit C Conductivity Cu:ves

It was clear from the analyses using the base-case properties that conditions at
the boundary between Units B and C were dominating tile overall flow behavior of the
system, To investigate the effects of these conditions, we designed three sets of analyses
irl which we varied the relative positions of' the entire composite-conductivt_,y curves of

the two units, We simultaneously varied within their specified ranges Km,b, K/,b, ct,
_, and n I in both units to place the two curves in the desired relation to each other,
These variations are referred to here simply as Modifications 1, 2, and 3, The base-case
composite-conductivity curves for Units B and C are plotted together in Figure 211,
The three sets of modified curves are shown in Figures 212 through 214, Saturated

btllk conductivities for matrix arid fractures are listed in Table 7 in units of mm/yr
for convenient comparison with fluxes, Note that the threshold for the transition fronl
matrix-dominated to fracture-dominated flow for Units B, C, and D changes in each
of these variations, It is a._sumed throughout this study that the matrix properties of
the welded tufts in Unit C are the same as those in Unit D, We have preserved till,,:,
relationship in these variations by adjusting the matrix properties of 'Unit D along witt_
those of Unit C (Appendix B),

In Modification 1, the tendency for' lateral flow in Unit t3 is stronger t,llan witll tlt_,
base-cease parameter values. The result can be seen clearly in the particle tracks (col_..

pare Figures 62 through 65 with Figures 48 through 54) and i.u the flux distributio_s at,
, the repository level (compare Figure 165 with Figure 163). Though the tlow is sliit'l,_,,I

more toward the right boundary, it does not become as highly concentrated even t'¢_I

• t/ ) 0.50 mm/yr, When the base-case p_trameters were used, Units D _tnd E llttd a,l,
I,rOximately the same saturated matrix conductivities, and flow below tlle re.l_osit,ory i_.;
vert, ical so fracture flow begins in both units at about the same applied flux, llowev¢_r,
irl this variation, fracture flow does not occur in Unit D until tlte applied ftllx ex,::t:_'tl,',;
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0,50 mm/yr, while tn Unit E thr: ri_htlnt:)st .tS()in are already ill fracttlrt; tit)w w'lJ(_llq

= 0,30 mm/yr,
t

This combination of flow conditions proc?luc:cstile ctistrii_utic_ii of grounclwat(._r t,ravt:l
time shown iri Figure 189, Relative to base-case conditions, travel times arc lollger h,l'
much of the repository because lateral diversion is more eftici¢_,nteven at low flu×t,._,
Near the right boundary, the flow conditions depend orl the applied flux, For _7==:(),1()

mm/yr, there is no fracture flow in either Unit D or Untt E; hence, travel tix_aes sr'(,
long, At _ -= 0,3(:}mm/yr, flow in Unit I) is entirely matrix-dominated while flow il_
Unit E has become fracture-dominated in the 18{:}rn nearest the fault zone, shortcxli_lg
tile groundwater travel time there by about one order of magnit,'ude, When the at_plicd

flux exceeds 0,50 mm/yr, flow becomes sufl:icieatly concentrated at the right boundary
to initiate fracture flow in both Units D and E, This causes travel times to drop by as
much as four orders of magnitude there, producing minimum groundwater travel tiIllr.,_
very similar to those obtained with the base-case parameter values,

The conductivity curves of Modification 2 are sufficiently close together that only
a small amount of lateral flow occurs in Unit B, The particle tracks are predomi-

nantly vertical and look very similar for ali applied fluxes we considered (Figures (_(_
through 69). The resulting distributions of flux at the repository and water table sht._w
a :.noderate redistribution of flux to the right (Figures 142 and ].66), The amount of
redistribution of flow is about the same for ali fluxes, The elimination of the shieldiIlg
effect of lateral diversion in Unit B causes the flux at the repository to increase at the
same rate as the applied flux but eliminates the large concentrations of flow at tlle rigtll,
boundary,

There is a gradual decrease in groundwater travel times from left to right caused
by iY_creasing flux and decreasing path length (Figure 190), For _ <__0,30 mm/yr, flow
is everywhere m_trlx-domlnated in both Units D and E, At _ = (1.50 mm/yr, flow i_l
Unit D is matrix-dominated, while flow in the right side of [J11itE has becorlxe t'ractu1(_-
dominated, decreasing travel times there by abt)ut one order of magnitude, When ttmp,

applied flux reaches 1,0 rnm/yr, the travel-time distributic._n reflects the fact, ttlat ali c)f
Unit E is now in fracture-dominated flow, Although, at, the high_r fluxes, groundw'_l¢_r
travel times for most of the repository are sigr_ifi(:antly smaller tha_ with tile bas(_..ca,_,,
parameter values, the rr_inimurn travel t,i_nes are _nt_c]_grc_ttcr,

Modification 3 of the conductivity cttrves of Units 13 and C completely elirni_al,(_:_

lateral flow in Unit B (Figures 70 through 73), The re,,_ultir_gflux distributions at 1,1_¢_
repository are uniform (Figure 143), However, in tt_is gr()up of' _:tn[tlyses, tile mal, ri×
ct)_lductivity curve of Unit D is suftif:iently diff(:re_t f'ro_rl t]_tt ()f Unit t!; to cattsc s(_n(_
diversic)n of flow to the right at the b,_,_eof Unit I), ']'tltl,_, ai, liigl_(.,r apt,lied flux_.:,,
the flux distributions throughout Unit E ar¢, sliglltly sk_.,w_dt()th_., riglit wit,li a ,_;_tt_tll
coacentration c)f flow at the right bounda.ry (li'igtire 167).
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Tlm resulting distributions of grou_ldwai, er travel tinle are very similar to tllosc, t'_,z'
Modification 2 (Figure 191), Again, at ?] := 0,50 mm/yr, flow conditions in Uilit. li;

. are gradually changing from matrix-dominated to fracture-dominated, ttowever, tile,
sltghtly skewed flux that starts this transltlon at the right boundary Is now caused by

. flow diversion at the base of kInit D rather than in Unit B,

Variation of Restdual Saturations

Residual saturation, Sr, as used in the model considered here is nel, a well-detined
parameter, Values can be derived eitller by measurement or by fitting a model to
desaturation data. Measurements on soils suggest that S,, should increase as recall

pore size decreases; values of Sr for fine-grained soils can be quite high (Panlan, 71.987),
The values and ranges specified by Prindle (1987) wer_ derived by fitting the Vaxl
Genuchten saturation model to desaturation data from welded and nonwelded tufts

(Klavetter and Peters, 1986), The pore sizes in the tufts are generally much smaller
than in soils, but the residual saturations reported are quite low, often statistically
indistinguishable from S_ = _.0.

To investigate tt_e possible consequences of this uncertainty, we defined two varia..
tie,ts uf the residual saturation values. In the first, matrix and fracture residual satu-
ratic41s in ali units were simultaneously set to the maximum values specified by Prindle

(1987), In the second variation, they were increased beyond the maximum specified
values tw values consistent with data from fine-grained soils, All other parameters were
held at their base-case values,

Relative to model results using the base-case parameter values, neither variation
has any significant effect on lateral diversion wf flow in Unit B (Figures 74 through
rg'3)or on the distributions wf flux at the repository wr the water table (Figures 1,1,1,

145, 168, and 169). When flow between the repository and the water table is matrix.-
dominated, increasing the matrix residual saturation reduces the area available for
flow thus increasing the velocity and decreasing the travel time (Equation 12), :l.'hc
decrease in travel tllne becomes greater as residual saturation increases and as appli_td

flux increases; compare Figurea 192 and 193 with li'igure 187, For the conditit_ns
considered here, incremsing the fracture residual saturations has no noticeable eft'ect o,l
groundwal, er travel times dominated by fracture flow,

Variation of Slope Parameter, tit, in the Mualem/Van Genuchten Conduc-.
tivtty Model

l,

The fl values specified by Prindle (1987) were derived froln desaturation m¢_ttstlr_.,-
ments on plugs of tuff 1 cm in diameter, The relatively steep slopes (large ii) obst,.i v_l
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in some of these samples a_re indicative of a very narrov¢ range of pore sizes. Pore-size

distributions for the tufts va_ry in space. If _3 values had been derived from measure-

ments made at the modeling scale used in this study, tile narrow pore-size di.,:.tributiot,.s

from t,he small sca.to would be integrated to produce broader distributions at the much
q

!argot modeling scale. This would result in conductivity curv, es with flatter slopes

ismaller _3). Therefore, we selected a va.riation in which the matrix and fracture _t

values. were simuttaneousty reduced in ali units,

The va.riation of/_ considered here makes the conductivity contrast between Units

B and C even more pronounced than in any of the other va.riations; compare Figure

215 with Figures 211 through 213. The onset of flow diversion occurs at a much lower

applied flux, less than 0,01 mm/yr, than with the ba.se-cas.e properties (Figure 8,t).

Hock:ever, as seen in. Figures 85 through 88, the pattern of lateral a.version increasing

as applied flux increases is the same as with the base-case properties and leads to a

relatively stabie flux passing through most of the repository (Figure 146). The con-

centrated flows at the right boundary spread slightly but not significantly to the left

between the repository and the water table (Figure 170),

The shielding of the repository from increased fluxes is even more effective than with

the base-case parameters; the flu,x through much of the repository is lower (Figure 146)

and the ground',va'_er travel times are longer (Figure 194). The transition from low

fluxes a.nd long travel times in the left side of the section to high fluxes and very

short travel times near the right boundary is much less abrupt than with the base-

case parameters. The result of this change is that the portion of the right side of the

repository" that sees short travel times is increased. However, this variation has very

little effect on the minimum groundwater travel time.

Zero Fracture Conductivity in Unit E

It is possible that, ,at the high confining stresses that would exist in Unit E, the

rc!_._ively soft nonwelded materials ma',' not be able to sustain fractures that are h.v-

drau!icalty distinguishable from the rock matrix. We investigated the possible effects

of this '¢.._',"setting the fracture conductivity of Unit E to zero, Kt._ = 0.0, while holding

_.ti of the oti_er parameters at their ba.se--case values and then varying the applied ttux.

\Vith an applied flu.x of 0.10 mm/yr, flow is " "essentta,y vertical (Figure 189) and

the ur,_forn,,ly distributed flux is less than the saturated naatrix conductivity, K,,,_ of

Unit E, Therefore, the lack of fractures haz no opportunity to affect the results and
t_,_ere is no difference between this variation and the base-case conditions.

However, when the applied flux is increased to 0.30 mm/yr, lateral diversion in Ul_it

B co_centrates the flow at the right boundary (Figure 147/. The concentrated flux is

n::_ch greater than K,,-,.., in /!nit E. Water ponds sligh*.ly at the contact between Units
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D and E and runs to tile left to redistribute tile concentrated ttow until it is less tllail

the Unit E saturated matrix conductivity (Figures 90 and 171). With the fracture

pathway through Unit E eliminated and very high matrix saturations in Unit E in tilt,

region of high fuxes, the groundwater travel times art., dramatically increased near tl_c

" right boundary compared to the base-case condition with highly conductive fractures'

compare Figure 195 with 187.

When fluxes greater than 0.30 mm/yr are applied at the ground surface,, flow al

the repository level will becoine increasingly concent'tated at the right boundary just

as with the base-case parameter values (Figure 139). The extent of pending at the
contact between Units D and E will increase to redistribute the flow to the left along

the contact. If the applied flux exceeds the saturated matrix conductivity of Unit E

(i.e. _ _>0.63 mm/'yr), Unit E will become completely saturated, a'nd Unit D will
saturate to the extent necessary to develop a total-head gradient across Unit. E that is

sufficient to push the applied flux through the unit.

Anisotroplc Conductivities in Unit B

Unit B, although composed primarily of nonwelded materials, is assumed to contaii_

lenses of less-permeable welded materials. This type of heterogeneity can be modeled

by treating Unit B as homogeneous but, anisotropic. Effective anisotropy in a layered

medium can be a strong function of saturation. We did not model anisotropy as ai_

explicit function of saturation', rather we approximated the possible effects of this by

modeling a wide range of anisotropy ratios, from 1 vertical:5 horizontal (lv:5h) to

lv:1000h, at different applied fluxes.

Particle tracks for the analyses with anisotropic Unit B are shown in Figures 91

t.hrough 111. In Figure 91 it can be seen that. even the weakest anisotropy modeled h_,rt,

(1,,':Sh) causes some lateral diversion of flow in Unit B at. i7 = 0.01 mm/yr. Althougtl
the flow behavior within Unit B is nov,' much more complex, the resulting pattern _,t

increasing lateral diversion with increasing applied flux is very similar to what wits

observed with the base-ca.'_e parameter values (i.e,, Unit B isotropic).

Flux distributions at the repository level are plotted for increasing aniscJtropy il_

Figures 148 through 154. These figures indicate that the effects of anisotropy in t_it

B are greatest at the lowest fluxes, _ .<. 0.10 mm, vr For ?1 0.01 mm/vr, later,:l

" diversion incr_,_k,;es steadil.,, from insignificant amounts with anisotropy ratios of lv,_,t_
a1_d lv'20h to drastic redistribution of flux with ratios of lv'500}_ and lv'100()t). 'l')_,'

• t,cl_avior is sill_ilar but less dramatic when C?:: 0.10 rilnl/yr. For _ :=:0.01 n_.m/"yr or _).lil

n_n_ 'yr and anv of tile allisotropy ratios considered, laleral di,,ersion ,,,,'as not s_ltticicl_l
to concentrate el_ough t'tow at the right boundary to initiate t'ractur_ flow iI_ lii_its _.",

ig ) t'. ,, l_ ,, L,,, _.,t-_, ...............• , . lit'II _ :" k.,'.,Jtl |Iii.lib _l I _ tllU 1 _ j t._, tLL_; or r, I,r ure i54 W
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diversiml in Unit B with isotropic materials coulpletely nla, sks any possible ef[ectb (_f

anisotropy. Flux distributions at, the repository are nearly identical to those for base_

case parameter values with isotropic Unit B; compare Figures 148 through 154 wit li
139,

The particle-tr_ck plots show that, when anisotropy in Unit B causes the flow to

be diverted down dip, flow tends to redistribute again to the left in Units C, D, and E

(e.g,, Figure 105). This is most noticeable for _ < 0.10 mm/yr. Redistribution oi flux

between the rel._ository and the water table is negligible for i_ ."; 0,30 mm,/yr; coI_lpare

Figures 172 through 178 with Figures 148 through 154.

The effects of anisotropy in Unit B on the distributions of groundwater travel tinle

directls" reflect the effects on flux distribution at. the repository (Figures 196 through
qp

,,0,.). For _ = 0.01 mm/yr and an anisotropy ratio of lv:lO00h, travel time is increased

by a factor of 30 at. the left boundary and decreased by a factor of .5 at the right

boundary relative to results with isotropic Unit B; compare Figure 202 with 187. The

effect is still significant but less pronounced at i_= 0.10 mm/yr. For ._ >_ 0.30 mm/yr,

the distributions of groundwater travel time are virtually identical to those for ba.se-case

parameter values.

If the relationship between base-case conductivity curves for Units B and C had

been such as to cause less lateral diversion of flow in Unit B at, the higher applied fluxes

(e.g. as in Modification 2 or 3 of Unit B and C conductivity curves discussed above),

anisotropy in Unit B would probably have had a greater inituence on the performance

measures, ttowever, such a combination of conditions was not investigated during this

study.

Anisotropic Conductivities in Unit E

Like Unit B, l.lnit E comprises a sequence of layers w'it!_ different hydrologic charac-

teristics Inakil_g ii effectively anisotropic when tile layers arc t._ken together ms a siltglt'

u_it. '.['his creates the possibility that preferred flow paths bet we(!li the repository

and the water table could be very different f'reni the nearly vertical paths obser\'_,,l

vvittx base-cm'_e parameter values. We i11vestigated variatioi1s with anisot, rot_y l'ittit._

of lv:20h, lv:100h, and lv:500h in Unit F; ali other paratltetcrs were tteld at, ttlcir
base-case values.

The particle tracks for these analyses are presented i_l I,'igures 112 through 123.

'I"t_e flow patterns in tlnits A, t3 C, and D are identical to ttloseobservedw'hell t,_llil 1:;

is isotropic. Because ttle flow pattern above tIItlt F is not affected by ailisotr(,py witlli_J

t:llit E, the flux distributions at tile repository are tile sallie _us wittl ttlt' t,ase, ci_:,_'

paran_eter values (t;'!gares 155 througtl 157). As applied flux increlkses, ttie distril)utioI_

hor:_nrs ir_cr_-,a.,_i!_.glyskewed to the right a::d, at }:ig}:_'r ,q_:xc:_, fracture fl_w occurs; al
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Table 8' Saturated Matrix Conductivitics in Anisotropic Unit E,

' Variation Matrix 1i,,_ (rnm/yr)
Vertical Horizonal

Base case 0.63 0.63
lv:20h 0.14 2.8
Iv:lOOh 0.063 6,3
lv:5OOh 0.028 14,1

the right boundary in Units C and D. Flow between the repository and the top of Unit
E is approxima'tely vertical, so that the flux distribution at the top of Unit E will be
almost the same as at the repository, Anisotropy strongly diverts flow to the right in
Unit E and causes very high concentrations of flux at the right boundary, Figures 179
through 181.

When interpreting the results of this group of analyses, it is important to recall the
method we used to obtain the desired anisotropy ratio; we simultaneously reduced the
vertical conductivity component and increased the horizontal conductivity component,
(Appendix B). Thus, the threshold for initiating fracture flow in Unit E is lowered as
anisotropy is increased. This will be important for understanding what part of the
flow through Unit E is matrix-dominated or fracture-dominated and for understanding
how this affects the groundwater travel-time performance measure. Tile anisotropic,
matrix, saturated conductivities that we used for Unite are listed in Table 8 in units

of mm/yr for easy comparison with fluxes.

In all of the analyses discussed above that had zeolitic materials in Unit E, the

saturated matrix conductivities of Units D and E were almost the same (Table 3). Thus,
with near-vertical flow beneath Unit B, particles released in an area of the repository
dominated by matrix flow would stay in matrix-dominated flow conditions througt_
both Units D and E. Similarly, particles released in an ar(:a of fracture-dominated flow
would continue to flow in the fractures in both units. This is no longer true witl_

anisotropic conductivities in Unit E. Flows that are not sufficiently concentrated in
Unit D to initiate fracture flow can become more concentra, ted in Unit E and cause a

transition from matrix-dominated to fracture-dominated flow along the path. Tllis is

what causes the unusual appearance of the distributions of groundwater travel tinge i_
" Figures 2O3 through 205.

• As an example of how anisotropy in Unit E affects the groundwater travel-tinge
perforiIlal_ce measure, consider the results f_r q ::::0,10 mm/yr with an allisotropy ratio,
of lv:20h. Fluxes at, the repository are well below the saturated Inatrix conduc:tivity
,,r llni t T'_ (I." -- n_r_ 1..__ II_' rr\ ...... ,t_ma_ v.v,., mm/_,_) k,.igure 1 , so t]llleb Ft)l- i,}lc t)ulLit)llb t)f i,}l_d,.,_ _., ._, -- OtJJ bl l:l, "," _ 1
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particle tracks within Unit D arc.',dominated by rnatrix-itow conditions, As tile flow

crosses into Unit E, it is still nearly uniformly distributed and is less than the vertical, 9

saturated, matrix conductivity of Unit E (K, at = 0,14 mm/yr). But the particle tracks
in Unit E converge as they approach the right boundary (Figure 113) and fracture flow
is initiated (Figure 179). The distribution of groundwater travel time produced by these
conditions (Figure 2o3)can be explained as follows, Particles released at tile repository
level between 0 and 800 m from the left boundary experience matrix-dominated flow
throughout both Units D and E and have long travel times. Particles released between
800 and 950 m experience matrix-dominated flow throughout both units but their
travel times are significantly shortened by the convergence of flow toward the bottom
right corner of Unit E, Particles released between 950 and 1000 m experience matrix-
dominated flow in Unit D and fracture-dominated flow through most of Unit E and so
have much shorter travel times,

These results confirm an important point: the shortest flow path between the repos-
itory and the water table is not, necessarily the fastest path. In ali of the analyses we
performed using isotropic conductivities in Unit E, the preferred flow paths from the

repository to the water table are essentially vertical (e.g., for base-case parameter val-
ues, Figures 48 through 54). The vertical path is always the shortest possible path
from any given point, at the repository level to the water table; in the analyses with
Unit E isotropic, it also happens to be the fastest path,

In the analyses we performed using anisotropic conductivities in Unit E, the flow
paths are typically vertical through Unit D and then sloped and/or curved through Unit.
E (e.g., Figures 116 through 120). These flow paths are much longer than the verti-
cal paths but the groundwater travel times are about an order of magnitude smaller;
compare Figure 203 through 205 with Figure 187.

The flow paths in our 1-D analyses are always constrained to be vertical and are
therefore the shortest possible path to the water table, If, in a 2-D analysis, the flow
paths below the repository are essentially vertical and if the fluxes at the repository are
properly distributed, a series of 1-D columns would provide a reasonable approximation
to the 2-D distribution of groundwater travel times. However, if the preferred flow
paths in a 2-D analysis are other than vertical, a 1-D approximation could seriously
overestimate the groundwater travel times by forcing flow to follow tile shortest rather
than the preferred path.

Anisotropic Conductivities in Unit E and Modification 3 of Conductivities
in IJnits B and C

In the analyses discussed above for anisotropy in Unit E, parameters iu Units B and
C were set i,o their base-case values, As noted previously, tile result, ing conductivity
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contrast between Units B and C increasingly diverts tile flow laterally as higher fluxes

are applied. This shields much of the repository from the effects of increased fiux_s

and causes a continuous fracture-flow pathway to develop through Units C, D, a;ld 1)_.

lt appeared that this type of flow behavior above tile repository could be masking the

" potential effects of anisotropy in Unit E. We investigated the possible Consequences of

this by combining an anisotropy ratio of lv'100h in Unit E with Modification 3 of the

conductivities irl Units B and C, which produces no lateral diversion of flow in Unit B.

As expected, flow tl_rough Units A, B, and C is vertical at ali applied fluxes con-

sidered (Figures 125 through 128) and the flux distributions at the repository are

essentially uniform (Figure 158). The high-flux fracture-flow pathway that appeared

in Unit D in the previous analyses of anisotropic Unit E now does not exist, and tl_e

repository is no longer shielded from increased fluxes, Whether the flux at the reposi-

tory is uniform or skewed has little effect on the flux distributions at the water table;

they are highly skewed with very high fluxes at the right boundary (Figure 182).

The distributions of groundwater travel time, on the other hand, reveal a very

different type of flow behavior from what was seen with lateral diversion in Unit B;

compare Figure 206 with 204. At _ = 0.10 mm/yr, we see the results of a matrix-
dominated flow in Unit D combined with a mixture of matrix- and fracture-dominated

flow in Unit E, Travel-time distributions at this flux, with and without Modification 3 in

Units B and C, are very similar. For _ :> 0.30 mm/yr, the travel-time distributions are

nearly uniform. Most of the repository sees approximately a one-order-of-magnitude

decrease of travel times, while the four-order-of-magnitude drop in travel times caused

by fracture flow at the right boundary of Unit D does not occur.

After studying these results, we concluded that the portion of travel time from

flow through Unit E could not be contributing significantly to the total travel time,

The distributions of groundwater travel time are nearly uniform (Figure 206). Flow

conditions and path lengths within Unit D also appear to be quite uniform (Figures

125 through 128 and Figure 158). In contrast, the flow conditions and path lengths

within Unit E are highly variable. This suggests that flow through Unit D dorniIlates

the groundwater travel times and that the residence time in Unit E is negligible.

We tested this observation by examining the following three data sets ret_rese_ti_,

very different flow conditions to determine what portion of the calculated travt.1 ti111_:._

occurred within Unit D and what portion within Unit E'

• base-case parameter values,

• anisotropic conductivities in Unit E with an anisotropy ratio of lv:10(3tl, aIld

• anisotropic conductivities in Unit E with an anisotropy ratio of lv:100t_ ¢:oz_-
_t_t:u:.... J with' xA... :1:_:..,_:,..- _ _r _I_ .... A,,,.+ ',,,I+ ;,_. ;,., TT,_;t_ _ _,-,¢t,,L'V,L_ ' _.l A

!
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The results are shown in Figures 216 through 218. The portions of total groundwater

travel time that occur within either Unit D or Unit E are extremely variable. Not ,

only does neither unit dominate the travel times, but neither unit can even be relied

upon to contribute significantly to the minimum groundwater travel time under ali flow
conditions. *

ConductingFault Zone

The fault zone, in this group of analyses, is assumed to be a rubble zone in which

the fracture porosity and conductivity are increased relative to the adjacent rock mass,

but the conductivity of the rock matrix within the fault zone remains unchanged. WeL

further assumed that the fractures in the fault zone have been neither filled with fine-

grained soils nor otherwise altered; also, water, once it has entered the fault zone, is
assumed to continue 'to flow there until it reaches the water table and not flow out

into the adjacent rock on the down-dip side of the fault. As indicated irl Table 6, we

analyzed two types of variations:

• fracture conductivity increased relative to the adjacent rock by factors oi' 200

and 1,000 with fracture porosity increased proportionately; and

• fault zone widths of 0.5 m, 1.0 m, 2.0 m, and 5.0 m.

Particle tracks are plotted in Figures 129 through 138. These plots show that, even

with the smallest variations considered (i.e., fracture K0_t increased by a factor of 200

and width = 0.Sm), the fault zone is capable of carrying all of the water that flowed

through the fractures near the right boundary when base-case parameter values were

used; compare Figures 129 through 131 with Figures 51 through 53.

The fault zone affects the spatial distributions of flux only at, the rigllt boundary

(Figures 159 through 162 and Figures 183 through 186). Flux distributions for naa tri×-
dominated flow through most of the repository remain unchanged from those obtain_d

using base-case parameter values while the water flowing in the fi'actures near the right

boundary moves into the fault zone fl'actures thus concentrating the fluxes even further.

Groundwater travel times for the part of the repository that sees rnatrix-dominated

flow are unchanged relative to base-case conditions; compare Figures 207 through 210

with Figure 187. The minimum travel times occur within the fault zone and are only

slightly less than the already very short times obtained usir._g ba_se-ca.se paramctc_r

values. For a given applied flux, the maximum flux in the fault zone decre,_es as the

fault width increases (Figure 161) and the miniraum groundwater travel time incre_es

proportionately (Figure 209).
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Location of Repository Relative to the Fault Zone

One of the variations suggested by Prlndle (1987) was to limit the lateral extent
of the repository near the fault zone, We reviewed the varia,tions that we modeled toi,

see under what conditions ttlls repository,-design _trategy would help performance and
what standoff distances from the fault zone would be required,

Restricting tile area available for placement of waste produces the greatest benefits
when there is a well-defined region of the repository with fracture flow or very shor_
groundwater travel times, ha the variations we analyzed, these conditions tend to occur
together as a result of flow diversion above the repository, With a nonconducting fault

zone and applied fluxes up to 1,0 mm//yr, they affect the 30 to 90 m nearest the f_ult
zone, When we treated the fault zone as conducting, virtually all of the water that .had
been flowing in the fractures of the main rock mass flowed down through the fault zone
instead. Then, fracture flow and short groundwater travel times are restricted almost
entirely to the fault zone.

There were several variations that caused fracture flow or relatively short ground-
water travel times to occur over a large portion of the repository, Because so much of
the repository is affected, there is no benefit under these circumstances to restricting
the location of waste placement.

3.4.3 Conclusions

Several major conclusions can be drawn from our 2-D analyses. Some of the con-
clusions are related to specific types of flow behavior and to the material parameters or
boundary conditions that cause them; others are of a more general nature and are re-
lated to the way the system is modeled and the implications for performance-assessment
modeling.

For the conditions considered in this study, three types of flow behavior control
both the flux and groundwater travel-time performance measures:

• vertical flow above or below ttae repository,

• lateral flow above or below the repository and the resulting concentration ot'
, flow near or within the t'ault zone, and

• transitions from n_atrix-dominated to fracture-dominated flow at or below tl_,.

repository.
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These three types of flow behavior clearly interact with each other because tile amount
of vertical or lateral flow determines whether the transition from matrix to fracture

flow will occur at high or low applied fluxes and whether the transition will influence
tile performance of the entire repository or only a small portion of it near the fault

40

zone,

The occurance of lateral flow has a major influence on the performance of this
hypothetical site. Two mechanisms can cause lateral flow',

• large contrast in conductivities between two adjacent units (e,g., Units B and
C); or

s inherent anisotropy within a single unit where the horizontal conductivity is
greater than the vertical conductivity (e,g,, Unit B or E),

These mechanisms for lateral flow interact quite strongly in our model, When they
are modeled simultaneously, anisotropy in Unit B causes lateral flow at very low fluxes
while the conductivity contrast between Units B and C does not. At higher fluxes, the
conductivity contrast completely dominates lateral-flow behavior. If the anisotropy
in Unit B had been considered together with a less-pronounced conductivity contrast
between Units B and C, it probably would have had a greater effect on the performance
measures at the higher fluxes,

Lateral flow above the repository will shield much of the repository from increases
of applied flux and reduces the possibility of fracture flow in the shielded part of the
repository. Should the fault zone act as a barrier to flow, lateral diversion will concen-
trate flow at the fault zone and increase the likelihood of fracture flow there, If lateral

flow occurs above the repository, then, for the shielded portion of the repository, the
changes of flux at the repository will be much less than the corresponding change in

the applied flux, In the zone of flow concentration near the fault zone, changes in flux
at the repository will be greatly amplified relative to the changes at the ground sur-
face. If lateral flow does not occur above the repository, then the flow conditions at the
repository will directly reflect the applied flux. Note that this conclusion is partially
depei_dent upon the assumption of a uniformly distributed flux at the ground surface.

Lateral flow below the repository would also have significant effects on performance.
When the direction of flow changes from vertical to lateral, the flow lines will be closer
together even if they remain parallel; this causes an effectively higher flux after the
,:hange of direction. However, this higher effective flux does not necessar:iy cause higher
velocities and shorter groundwater travel times because the path length and the satura-
tion along the path also increase and tend to lower velocity and lengthen travel times.
Flow paths could converge after changing direction and lead to a change along the

i',at.t_from Tr__atri_-dornlna_.eclto fracturo.-domlnated flow. This wo_ld d_finite.ly shortell
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groundwater travel tinms, Lateral flow paths would also affect radlonuclide-trallsl_l:_t
behavior by exposing the radionuclides to geochemical conditions and residence tiIl:l_s

" that are different from what they would encounter during vertical flow, lt is theret'¢_r¢_
essential to evaluate conditions along the entire flow path to understand the etl'ect of

" changed flow direction on travel-time distributions,

Flow behavior can change dramatically izl many parts of the system when flow
changes from matrix-dominated to fracture-dominated conditions. In any given ma-
terial, the flow conditions under which this transition occurs are a ."unction of the
following individual parameters that describe the conductivity curve in the composite

model', K,_,b, am, _m, Kl,b, al, Bl, and n l, At the larger scale, where the system lie,'._
relative to the transition is clearly a function of the complex interaction among tlle
applied flux, the local flux, the conductivity curves of the individual hydrologic ur|its,
and the stratigraphy of the site,

If a unit does not have fractures that are hydraulically different from the surroundillg
rock, then the possibility of a transition between matrix and fracture flow is eliminated.
This could be the ca_e in the nonwelded tufts of Unit E; if it is, there can be no
continuous fracture pathway from the repository to the water table, and groundwater
travel times will be much longer than if the water were flowing in such a pathway, A

' lack of fractures also limits the amount of water that can flow through a unit without

inducing positive pressure heads in the units above it, For example, ii' Unit E is
zeolitic and effectively unfractured, the maximum flux that could flow through under
gravity drainage alone would be equal to the matrix saturated conductivity (Km,,_t :-::

0.63 mm/yr), When the applted flux exceeds the matrix conductivity of Unit E or
when lateral flow within Unit B causes local fluxes that are higher than the matrix

conductivity, water will perch above Uni_, _,. Were Unit E composed only of the vitric
materials, the matrix conductivity would be sufficiently high that even the highest of.
the concentrated fluxes seen in these analyses would easily flow through the matrix of

Unit E under gravity drainage. In this case, the presence or absence of fractures would
have no effect.

The flux applied at the ground surface plays a crucial role in the performance oi
this s:/,_tern; also, it is a stochastic variable and will vary during the times of i1_tcr_.,.;t,
for a geologic repository for radioactive waste. But the absolute numerical value (_I'
flux is not the key factor. Rather, the importance of flux derives from its relatio_
to two characteristics of the hydrologic system. First, the hydrologic properties of a_l

• individual unit interact with flu_,:to determine whether conditions in that unit will t,,,

dominated by matrix or fracture flow. Second, the internal structure of the stratigrat, t_ic
, section interacts with the flux to determine whether conditions at the contacts betwc(_I_

units having different hydraulic characteristics will result in flow across or parall(_l t,c,
' that contact, lt is important to understand that this type of lateral-flow behavior i_

,.Z,.._,-,,,.,.-,,,:.,,..,.,-,A1--,,., ,1-..... 1,-,,_,,-,,,-,,,.h;,-,, _,f'-.,,',,',n filly 'and t,h4a t, nrnT_ltM,o ct_ndlZc, i,iV]tV cllrvf_s oi
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tile adjacellt unlts and llot SiIllt:,ly by tile illdividual I,ar_urlc{,_:rsin t,hc ,_aL_lrati¢,l_alJ_]
conductivity models, d

Tile conducting fault zone as modeled intluences the perform_mc, e measures ollly
when flux is concentrated at the fault zone, II' lateral flow is not significant, a t'aulL
zone with high fracture conductivity will not attract flow, Itowever, ii' flow is diverCe_I
and concentrated, water will flow easily and preferentially into the fractures of the fault

zone and move very quickly to the water table, This almost completely drains into tt_¢_.
fault zone any water that would have been flowing through the fractures of the maill
rock mass with a nonconducting fault zone,

A real site comprising volcanic tufts may or may not tend to concentrate flow in or
near structural features such as faults, If flow does concentrate in some locations, the

performance of a reposit, ory could be improved by restricting the placement of waste
to arced these locations, If flow does not concentrate in well-defined areas but remains

dispersed, restricting waste placement near fault zones would not improve repository
performance,

These analyses clearly clemonstrate that it would not be possible to discriminat.c:
between Units D and E as the primary contributor to groundwater travel times unlc,ss

the system parameters become known well enough to confidently limit ttle range of
behaviors that must be considered, Indeed, the partitioning of groundwater travel tilne_-;
between units ma,y be sufficiently complex even then that such a simplistic disi,inctioll
could not be generalized to an entire repository site,

lt is apparent that flow conditions that prevail in different part,_ of tile section can
interact quite strongly in their effects on tile performance mea,sures. Ir_ this study,
we have begun to identify some of these interactions. If we are to develop simI_lifie¢l
models of such a system for probabilistic performance-.assessment, analyses, we will 11_.,_:'_1
to design a systematic investigation oi"the correlated parameter space, simnltanrou,_;l.v
varying inultiple parameter,._,

The system modeled in this study is highly simplified and constrained. 'l'hc simpliti.-
cations and constraints limit the types oi' behavior that can be observed because flow iiL
the modeled system must adjust to the imposed boundary conditions regardless of t,tl_'

more complex pathways that may exist iii a real system. We need to investigat, e rn(,rc
complex models to determine whether effects other thari ttmse considered llere ,ilil,,t_t.
have a significant effect on the performance measures and whether other processes (.,t'
parameters might soften the effects of lateral ttow or of the abrupt transition be t,w_,c_s_
_m__t.rix__r:dfr__cture flow.
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Table 9: Analyses Considered fl)r Bm_e-Case Comparisons

, Applied Flux Dimensionalit, y Tim(, Unil_ I;3
(mm/yr) I.)omaizl Propc, rties

4

0,1 1-D Steady Zeolitic
Vitrlc

0,1 2-I) Steady Zeolitic
Vitric

0,2 1-D Steady Zeolitic
Witric

0,2 2-D Steady Zeolit, ic
Vitric

0,1 to 0,2 1-D Transient, Zeolitic

Vitric

0,5 1-D Steady Zeolitic
Vitric

0,5 2-I3 Steady Zeolitlc
Vitric

1,0 1-D Steady Zeolitic
Vitric

1,0 2-D Steady Zeolitic
Vitric

0,5 to 1,0 1-D 'IYansient Zeolitic
Vitric

3.5 Comparison of Base-Case Analyses

The base cases were selected to investigate the effects on the performallce Hleast.lle',_

oi'

• matrix-dominated versus fracture-domlnated ttow,

• steady versus transient flow, and

• 1-D versus 2-D modeling.

¢

Each of the six [)ase cases defined by Prindle (1987) w'_s run as specified and as a

variant with vitric properties in Unit E, Also, for completeness, l-I) and 2-D steady-

" flow analyses were run with the applied flux e_lua] tc) bobtl l,lle irlitial and final st(.,a(ly

fluxes of the transient cases, The 20 analyses discussed here are listf._d in Tat,lc 9.

Figures are at the end of this sectio1_.
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in tile followillg discussiull of file base-ca._e results, the azlalyses e,.rc groupecl ac..
cording to the applied tlux, The discusI3ioIls are focused on ilia ett'ects of the varlatloll:_
on two performaalce measures: sp_.tial dlstri[)utlon of flux _d, the repository level ail(I
_lJa.ti_d distribution of' groundwa.t, er travel tinws,

In ali oi' t,hese cases, the_ presence of zeolitte or vltric materials In Unit E c_uLs_;.'t

virtually no dtfrerence In the 2-D flux distributions Lt the repository (Figures 139
tl_rough 162) because the effects of Unit ]3 do not propagate that far upward into Ux_it
ii:)(approximately 90 m), Therefore, evaluation of the effect on flux distributions of 1..1)
vm'sus 2-D modeling will be based on the results of the analyses with zeolitlc materials
in Unit E,

The groundwater travel-time results discussed below are summarized In Table 1(),

3,5,1 Base-Case Results

Flu×, = 0,i mm/yr

in the 2-D ca.,_es, the flow lines represented by the particle tracks are essentially
_ertical (Figures 219 and 220) and the flux ts nearly uniformly distributed across the
repository (Figure 221), Groundwater travel time decreases approximately linearly
ft'ore left to right across the repository because of the linear decr_ase in the length
oi ttle tlow path and because the flow in both Units D and E is everywhere matrix-

donlinated (Figure 222 and 223), The result is that, in both the zeolttic and vitric
al_alyses, the l-D analysis provides a good approximation of the 2-D groundwater travel
tim,.,s (Ta.hie 10),

li'l_lt× = 0.2 Huxi/yr

Wtlen the applied flux is increased to 0,2 mm/y,r, lateri_l diver,.;ion of ftow in Unit, 11

i_lcrea.ses (Figures 224 and 225) and produces a srnootltly skewed distribution of tlux _tI.
I,lie repository (Figure 226), The flux at the repository level ts reduced by 40% a,t tile
l,,ft boundary and is increased by 60% Lt t,he right bou_dary relative to the uniforu_
dl_;tril,ul, i_,n assuuwd in a 1-D _u_alys_s. Flow in both t._l,s D a_d E is still ew, rywl_ere
r_at, rix-do_ninat(,d, The groundwttter tri_vel.-time, distributions retie.ct the skewed flux

_tisl,ribution (Figures 222 and 223). Gr'oundwttter travel times based on a 1-D analysi_.i
w(,uld rea+_onttbly _pproximate the 2-D result,s for the left l_alf of l,}_e rel)OSit, oz'y but,,

I.,,.'_a._se of the skewed flux, the overestln_ate of travel time irt, tl_e rigttt bou_tdary i:_

bcc.os.ing sigltificant (Table 1.0),
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Table 10', Summary of 13ase-C_se C,roundwater Travel-'l'imc Result, s

' Minimum Ii'actor for 1-I)
Groundwater Overestixxlat(., (,f

At,plied Flux Tilne Unit E Dimensions Travel Time Minimum Gx'oundwat(,r

.......(,.'!?:.!../...(r)...............D_..'..{!.,e!_'._.......}_?..e.P_'r_!.[':,e_........................................._(___e)..........................'!.>'e_v0k.._!.7!!_{_.._:.......

0,1 Steady Zeolitic 1-D 381,000 1,05
2-D 363,000

0,2 Steady Zeolitic 1-D 193,000 1,5
2-1,) 126,000

0.1 to 0.2 Transient Zeolitic 1-1) 222,000

0.5 Steady Zeolitic 1-D 58,200 6,1,700
2.D 0,9

1,0 Steady geolitic 1-D 9,5 16
2-I) 0,6

0,5 to I,C) 'l'ransierlt Zeolitic 1-D 400 .-

0,1 Steady Vitric 1-D 399,000 1,()

2.D 400,000
C).2 Steady Vitric 1-D 202,000 1,5

2-D 137 0()l)

0,1 t_ 0.2 '.l'ra||sient Vitric 1..D 226,000 ....
0,5 Steady Vitric I.D 81,800 10

2-I) 8,690

1,0 Stt:ady Vitric 1-I2) ' ':'36,,)00 13

2.D 2,890
(J,5 to 1,0 'l'r'a_Luiexl_, Vitric 1.1) 37,30(I

............................................................ ,.
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Flux Increases fron_ 0.1 to 0.2 l_lX_ yr

As indicated in the previous discussion of the 1-D trallsient-llow analyses, the par-

title travels most _.,[ its path during the transit, iou of flux froltx initial to filial valucs,

al_d tile resulting groundwater travel tinlr's are dominatvd by the in,posed higher lltt\.

They therefore difl'er only nominally from the 1-D steady flow results at the higher [tux

(Figures ""'_ and '_"_ and Table 10)

2_lux -- 0.5 nlnl/yr

in the 2-D analyses, the contrast in conductivity curves betv,'een Units B and C is

' beginning to shield much of tile repository from the apt, lit '1 flux by' diverting tile tlt,w

laterally wi*nln Unit B (Figures "'_" and _"_) As a result 05%,.._, ,.,,.. , :,, .._ of the repository sees

matrix flow while the 5¢:? near the right boundary sees fracture flow (Figure 229).

Near ttte right boundary, Unit D is in fracture flov,' but the ttow conditions in Ujlit

E depend on the type of material that is present. With zeolitic materials in kInit E, the

flow at the right boundary is fracture-dominated and tile resulting groundwater travel

time drops five orders of magnitude below that of the rest of the repository (Figure

230). The 1-D estimate c,f groundwater travel time appears to be consistent with tile

general trend of tile 2-D results for most of the repository, but this is purely coincidental

because most of tile repository is seeing a flux much lower than the assumed uniforIl_

distribution of the 1-D analysis. The 1-D analysis grossly overe,'timates the minimuIl_

tl groundwater travel time (Table 10).
=

When Unit E is composed only of vitric materials, the entire concentrated ttux near

the right boundary can be carried by' matrix flow; it also spreads somewhat to the left

a_ it passes through the unit (Figure 228). Tilt' spreading of the flow aI_d the la-_e

storage capacity of tile vitric materials result in a llluch smaller decrease irt the InixlilnUIl_

groundwater travel time at the right boundary relative to the 2-D analysis with ze_,litic

Unit E (Figure 231). Again, t.he 1-I) steady-ilmr analysis by cllance provides ,l gored

approximation of tile 2-D groundwater travel-tii_,,' trend for most of the repository blot

overestimates tile mii_iiltuin groundwater travel time by all order of illagnitll"_t, ('l',1,l_,

1()).

Flux "- 1.0 mm/yr

_ost of the flux appliecl at the ground sur[act" ('onti_ues t.o be dive"ted dow_ (iii, _I_

I.:_tit B because of the shielding effect of the conductivity co_tra:._t b(,t_veen tic,its l_ al'_t
" . ' --I) flux distributi,_t:< avfC (Figures '232 ar 233) For 90-95% oftt_t' repository, tilt. "

....... l,. 1.1,_,,_.:.._1 l_ _.l ..... g--- "-- -- ¢'_ _" ...... / ................ lP'. ....... ,,'! i ...:*l. _1_,-'_', t I.. - ,1..
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groundwater travel-t, ilne distrit._utions rr_nail_ unchanged over most of the ret._t,sitt_ry

(Figures 2a0 and 231). Oaly slightly more of the r(:pository sees fracture-ttow conditit_i_s

, than at, _ = 0.5 mm _)'r,

Again, the type of material in l.lnit E strongly affects the groundwater travel tix,_(,._

near the right boundary. When L!nit E is zeolitic, the 2-[) nliniilmm grouxldwatt'r

travel time decreases about 30% from the 2-I) result, for i) = 0.5 mm/yr, while tile 1-1)

travel tinw drops by four orders of magnitude from the 1-D result for q = 0.5 m1_/.vr

(Figure 230 and Table 10), The 1-D analysis leads not only to a one..ordcr-of-maglxit,,ldc

overestimate of the niinirnurn groundwater travel time from the 2-I) analysis [_ut alst_

to a gross ifour orders of magnitude) underestimate of tile groundwater travel tilll¢'

distribution for 90% of the repository.

\Vith vitric materials in Unit E, both tt_e 1-D and 2-1) estimates of minimunl grouild-

water travel time decrease by abou;, 60_?; from the results for i_ ==0.5 mm/yr (t,'igt_rc

2'31 and Table 10). The 1-D result, still overestimates tile minilnunl groundwater trav_,l
time by about one order of magnitude.

Flux Increases from 0.5 to 1.0 mm/yr

At high transient ttuxes, the groundwater travel times arc again dominated muct_

more by the increased tl,ux than by the initial flux (t_'ig'tlres 230 and '231 and Table 10).

Therefore, the comments for a steady flux of 1.0 mm/yr also apply here.

3.5.2 Conclusions

At high fluxes, the presrnce of vitric rather than zeolitic materials in Unit Ii; has it

profound eft'ect on the minimum groundwater travel time because the vitric materials

can carry the concentrated fluxes llear the right boundary as matrix flow while tt_c

zeolitic m, ,._rials must carry the same concentrated ttuxes a.s fracture flow. ttowevcr,

at low ttux, s, there is essentially no diffcrcllCe iii gr,_u11(twater travel tilnes for tt_r two

nlatt'rials because both matt, rials can carry t,h(' entire ilnposcd flux as matrix ttow,

Groundwater travel tithes estinlated from the 1-1), transiellt-flow base citses at)t_t_;._r

to be so dolninated by tile increased flux that they are not very much different ['ro lll

• steady-flow results at the higher flux, Ilowever, the extent of this dominancr is a

complex function of the initial and tinal conditions, t).e hydrologic characteristics of

the individual units, and t.hc stratigraphy of the site.

One of the more valuable usrs of a scl_sitivily al_alysis is to d evelol) Suitici(,i_t u_-

- derstanding of the behavior of a system _uch that siliipliiit'd x_lodcls (,a_l [)c develot)ed.

_
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Reducing the number of dimensions in tile model would be a very desirable siInl, liti-

catio,l for a total-system simulator fc,r post.closure performance assessment, t towevvr_

e_timates of groundwater travel time based on 1-D analyses cannot, in general, bf'

considered a reliable or conservative indicator of the complex flow behavior of this sys-

tem. One-dimensional estimates of travel-time distributions may be valid for a systeIll

domil_ated by Darcy flow of liquid water when

• flow through the entire site is essentially vertical or

• flow between the repository and the water table is essentially vertical and the

spatial distribution of flux at the repository level is known and is taken into

account in the 1-D analyses,

For the system modeled here, whenever there is lateral diversion of flow below the

repository or whenever lateral diversion of flow above the repository is not accounted

for properly, 1-D analyses will consistently

• underestiInate the flux at the right boundary,

• overestimate the flux flowing through a large part. of the repository,

• underestimate the groundwater travel time for a large part of the repository,
and

• overestimate the minimum groundwater travel time.

lt is reasonable to expect that the types of flow behavior that might be observed

in a 3-D model will be similar to those observed in the vertical 2-D model with tt_e

actdition that flow could also be redistributed in the horizontal plane. Flow in a 3-1_

Ii_odel could be of four types:

,, vertical (1-1));

,, diverted and concentrated in a vertical plane (vertical 2-17_as modeled in t.l_is

study);

,, diverted and conceT_trated ill a horizontal plane (-_-1.)); or

,,diverted and concentrated in both vertical and horizontal planes (a-D)
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Figure 52: Wat, er-flow paths between the ground surface and the water table. '[']le

flux applied at, the ground surface was 0.50 mm/yr. Ali parameters were set to I,]l_;ir

base-case values; the parameters used for Unit Ez were for zeolitic materials.
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Figure 53' Wa£er-fiow paths between the ground surface and the water table, 'l'tl_,

fltJx alqJlied al, the ground surface was 1.0 mm/yr. Ali parameters were set 1,{_tl_ir

t.,a_e.-case values" the parameters used for Unit Ez were for zeolitic materials.
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Figure 60: Water-flow paths between the ground surfa:e and the water table. The

flux applied at the ground surface was 1.0 mm/yr. All oaranleters were set t,o t,t_{,ir

base-case values; the parameters used for Unit Ev were for vii, ric materials.
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" l,'igure 61' Wa,t,er-ftow paths bet,ween the ground surface and the water table. '1'1_,,

ft_lx api)lied ai, t,l_e ground surface was 4.0 mm/yr. All l)ararne{,ers were set t,o l;tl(,ij'

[,as(-,-ca,se values; the parameters used for [Jnii Ev were f(_r vil, ric materia, ls.
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Figure 68: Water-flow paths between the grmlnd surface,and the water table, 'l'he

flux applied al tile grourld surface was 0,50 mm/yr, The hydrologic properties llsed ill
Ilnits B and C were from Modification 2,
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Figure 74 _ ater-flow paths between the ground surface and the wat,er table. The

flux appliecl at the ground surface was 0.01 mm/yr. The matrix and fracture residual

satura_.ions were set to the maximum specified value.
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]-;gure 75: Water-flow paths bet_een the ground surface and the wafer table. The

f]_x applied at the ground surface was 0,10 mm/vr. The matrix and fracture residt_al
_aturations were set to the maximum specified value.
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Fi_gure 76: Water-flow paths between the ground surface and the water table. The

flux applied at the ground surface was 0.30 mm/yr. The matrix and fracture residual

saturations were set to the maximum specified value.
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o Figure 77' Water-flow paths between the ground surface and the water table, 'lt_,

flux applied at the ground surface was 0.50 mm/'yr. The matrix and fracture r_,._;i_t_al

saturations were set to the maximum specified value.
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Figure 78' Water-flow paths between the ground surface al_d the waler table. The

flux applied at tile ground surface was 1.0 mrn/yr, Tile Tlialrix and fracture residual

salurations were set to the maximum specified value.
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Figure 79: Water-flow paths between the ground surface and the water table. 'l']_e

flux applied at the ground surface was 0.O1 mm/yr. The _alri× and fraclure re:_id_lal

sat, ural ions were set to values greater than tl_e rnaxi_u_n st,eciiied value robe consi_I,,_l
with a_alog data from soils.
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Figure 84: Water-flow paths between the ground surface and the water table, The f:ux

applied at the ground surface was 0,01 mm/yr. The slope parameter (beta) irl the van
Cenuchten saturation model was reduced from its nominal value in both the rnalrix
and the fractures in each unit.
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. Figure 85: Wal,er-flow paths between the ground surface and the water table. The llux

applied at the ground surface was 0.10 mm/yr. The slope pararneter (beta) in t,hc, an
Genuchten saturation model was reduced from its nominal value in both the rnal,ix
and the fractures in each unit.
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Figure 102" Water-flow paths between the ground surface 6,hd tile water table, q')_,(. {!,,

applied at the ground surface was (),0l II1II1 vr. {'nit ft _v,t.s as:;vlti_e.,.t to tit' atiis,., r,,:,i<
with a saturated conductivity ratio of lv:lOOh.
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Figure 103' \Va,tor-flow paths between the ground surf'ace and the water table. 'File flux

applied at the ground surface was 0.10 mzn'vr. ['nit B was assumed to be anisotropic
with a saturated conductivity ratio of lv:](iOll.
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Figure 104' Water-flow paths between thegl-oulldsurfaceandtllevval,er table. 'l'heflux

" applied al the gr_ur_d s_rface _as(_,_() m_ vr. l'nit |.} was assumed to be anisolr_t_i_
with a saturated conductivity ratio of lv'lOCih.
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Figure 105: Water-flow paths between the ground surface and the wat, er table. The flux

applied at the ground surface was 0.01 mm/yr. Unit B was assumed to be anisotropic
with a saturated conductivity ratio of lv'20Oh.
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I"igure 106: Water--flow patIls between tile ground surface a11d the water table. The flux

at,t,lied at the ground surface was 0.10 mm/yr. Unit B was assumed to be anisol, ropic
witt_ a salurated conductivity ratio of lv:200h.
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Figure 107' Water-flow paths between the ground surface and the water table. The flux

applied al the ground surface was 0.30 mm/yr, Unit B was assumed to be anisotrol,ic
with a salurated conductivity ratio of lv'2OOh.
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Figure 108: Water-flow paths between tile ground surface and the water table. '1'}1¢,tllJx

applied at tile ground surface was 0.10 rnm/yr, Unit 113was assumed to be anisotropic
with a saturated conductivity ratio oi' l v',50Oh,
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Figure 109' Water-flow paths betweerl t.lle grolllld surface and the water table. "l"l_, Itri>;

applied at the ground surface was 0.30 toni/yr. [/lziit lt was assumed to be a nisolro;t,ic
with a saturated conductivity ratio of lv'50Oh.
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Figure 1'27' \Vater-flow paths between the ground surface and the water table. ']'he flux

appiied at the ground .,.urface was 0.50 mm/yr. Unit Ez ',,,'as assumed to be anisotropic

with a saturated conductivity ratio of lv'10Oh. The hydrologic properties used in Units
B a.l_d C were from Xlodification 3.
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_ igur,:, 1'28: _,_,-a:er.flo,_vpaths between the ground surface and the water table. The flt_x

,_pt,ti,,+d at the ground surface was 1.0 'mrr: vr. [!nit Ez was assunmd to be anisotropir
_s"t }" a sa I urated conduct iv itr rat io of lv!_.ltJh, The hydrologic properties used in t't_its
}{ ap,d C v,er+, t':'o_:_3._ _dification 3.
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Figtlre i'29' \Valt_r-flow paths between the grou1,,d surface and tile water table. The flux

applied at the ground surface was 0,30 mm/yr. The fault zone at the right, boundary

was explicitly Inodeled as highly fractured rock with a bulk saturated conductivity 200
limes thai of tl_e adjacent rock mass. The width of the fault zone was 0.5 in.
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Vigur_, 13(): \_'aler-fiow patJls between the ground surface and the wat.er lable. _l"}l,,flllx

_l,t_lit'd at tile ground surface was 0.50 Ill[II,,vr The fault zone at t h, right bollIlt]ar._#', , , ¢_,

wa._ c×l_licilly tz_odelt, d as highly fractured rock with a bulk salt_rated conduclix'ily 21)t.)
li_l_,s _[_at of the adjace_l rock mass. The width of the fault zone was 0.5 r_.
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Figure 131" Water-flow pat ]is between the groulid surface a lid the water table. 'l']le flux

applied at the ground surface was 1.0 Iii!til'yr. 'J'he fault z.orie at the right l)olilidl.l,"_''

was explicitly iii()cleled as highly frac'turcd rock with a bulk saturated c'olidtlctivity 2()0

times that of the adjacent rock nlass. The width of the fault zone was 0.5 Irl.
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Figure 137: Water-flow paths between the ground surface and the water fable, The flux

applied at the ground surface was 0,50 mm/yr, The fault zone at the right, boundary

was explicitly modeled as highly fractured rock with a bulk saturated conduct, ivily 10(')0
times that of the adjacent rock ma.ss, 'I'he width of the fault zone was 5.0 m,
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Figure 139: Spatial distribution of flux at the reposil,ory. Ali parameters were set t.o

their base-case v_dues; the parameters used for Unit Ez were for zeolil, ic mal,(_ri_lls.
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Figure 141' Spatial distribution of tiux aL the repository, The hydrologic t)rol)erLies
us('d i_l Units 13 and C were from Modifi('ation l.
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Figure 146: Spatial distribution of flux al, the reposit, ory, 'l"he slol)e l)aralil(,l,er (/.'Y) ill
) 'the van Genuchten saturation model was reduced from its ncrnlnal value in bol,}l the
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Figure 163' Spatial distribution of flux ai. the water table, Ali l)aralneters were set. to

their base-case values', the narameters used for Unit, Ez were for zeolitic rnai,('rials,
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l"gure 165: Spatial distribution of flux at the water table, The hydrologic t_roI)ert.ies
tlsed in l..'11itst_ and C were from Modification 1,
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t_il,,ure 16(i: Spalia] dist, ribullon oi flux at t}le water tat,l(.. _l'}l(_ }lydrologic l,l(,I_'rtit"_,
_t._ed in l.Jnits B alld (i: were [roz_J ModiIi_ at ion 2.
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I"'ig_are 167' Spatial distribution of flux at the water table, The hydrologic l,r_,l,erties
II_'d in {Trills t_ and (; w,er_, from Modification 3.
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Figure 168', Spatial disl.ribution of flux at, the water table, The n,tltrix a,,d frltcl, u,'(,

residual saturations were set to the IIItLXilIIUII1specified value.
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Figure 169: Spatial distributiorl of flux at thr water table. Til(' n_al, ri× _1_1 (r_,.I_r,,

residual saturations were set to values gr(_at.er t.hitn the _axi_nun} spe(:iJied \,_iItl(, 1(, t_(,

consist, ent with analog data from soils.
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l,'igure 170' Spatial dislril.)Lliion of' flux at the water table, The sl(,t)(' l)araTl_eter (/5¢)in
the van (]enLlchl,en saturation rrlodel was reduced from its 11ominal value iii l)ol,}l the

rilatrix and the fractures in each unit,
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Figur,., 172: Spatial distribution of flux at the water fable, Unit B was assumed to be

atli:+(._trot_ic with a sattlrated conductivity ratio of lv'Sh,
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Vigllre 174: St)atial distribution of flux at the water table, Unit B was aasll(ll(,(t t,o 1,(_

;_nis(,tropic wit, h a sal, urat, e(-I conclu(:l, ivil,y ratio of lv'5Oh,
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t"igtl]'(' 175: Sl,alial (li,_itFil_utio_j of flux at l,h(' water tal)le, l;llil, li vv_ts ii,ssllrll_,(I l,_ I,(,

ar_isotrc)pic with a ,,iaturat, c,d conduc:tivity ratio oF lv'lOOh,
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Figure 176: Spaii_x] distribution of flux at, the w_lt,(-.,rtable, tJliit, I3 wt_s assunl(,d t,o I)e

anlsotropic with a saturat,ed conductivity ratio of l v'20Oh,
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Figure 177' Spatial distribut, ion of flux _:tt,t,hc' w_-lt,(:r t,_-lble, I.Init ti ',,_,'_s_t,s,,sulil_,dt,_ I,,,

anisotropic with a saturated conduclivity rat, lo of l v:500]l,
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};'igtire 178: St)slilal disl, ributioJl of flux ut, the water table, Unit iii w'_tsassu_,_(.,.dl,()I_(_,
alllsol ropic with u s_xtural,(.,d conductivity ratio of 1v:1000h,
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Figure 180: Spatial distribution of flux at the water table, Unit Ez was assumed to be
anisotropic with a saturated conductivity ratio of lv'lOOh.
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}:i_{ul'e 181' Spatial distribution of flux al, the water table,, l,,lilit Ez was a.ssumed I,o 1,c

a_isotrot, i(" with a saturaled (.onductivily ratio of lv'500}l.
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Figure 182' Spatial distribution of flux at the water table. Unit Ez was assumed I;o be

anisotropic with a saturated conductivity ratio of lv'lOOh. The hydrologic properties

used in Up. its B and C were from Modification 3.
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Figure 183: Spatial distribution of flux at the water table. The fault zone at the

right boundary was e×plicitly modeled as highly fractured rock with a bulk saturat, ed
conductivity 200 times that of the adjacent rock mass. The width of the fault zone wa.s
0.5 m. 1oooo.
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Figure 184' Spatial distribution of flux at the water table. The fault zone at the

right boundary was explicitly modeled as highly fractured rock with _Lbulk saturated
J

conductivity 1000 times that, of the adjacent rock mass. The width of the fault 'i,(_ll(,
was 0.5 m.
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Figure 185: Spatial distribution of flux at; the water table. Tile fault zone at the

righl; boundary was explicitly modeled as highly t'raclured rock with a bulk saturated

conductivity 1000 times that of the adjacent rock mass, The flux applied at the ground

surface was 0,50 mm/yr,
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L ]gure 186: Spatial distribution of flux at. the water table. ]'he fault zone at th_,

' tight boundary was explicitly modeled a,s highly h'a.('iured rock with a bulk satural,('d
• ,_ _.conductivity 1000 times that of the. a.djacewll, rock mass, I h. flux applied at the gro_lld

surface was 1,00 mm/yr,
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Figure 187: Spatial distribution of groundwater travel times. Ali parameters were set

to their base-case values; the parameters used for Unit Ez were for zeolitic materials.
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li'igure 188' Spatial distribution of groundwater travel times. All paramet, ers were set,
to their base.-case values; the paramet, ers used for Unit Ev were for vitr'ic materials.
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Figure 189' Spatial distribution of groundwater travel times. The hydrologic properl, ies
used in Units B and C were from Modification 1.
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Figure 190: ,.,¢"t)atialdistribution of groundwater travel times. The hydrologic, t:)rot,(,rl, i(,s
u. cd in n weres_ U ita B and C from Modification 2.
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Figure 191' Spatial distributi(.,;I of groundwat, er travel +_mes. The hydrologic t,rot._ertie_
used in Units B and C were from Modification 3.
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Figure 192: Spatial distribution of groundwat,er travel times. The rnatrix and fracture
residual saturations were set to the maximum specified value,
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Figure 193' Spatial distribution of groundwat, er travel tithes. ']'[le lnatl'iX and fractu]'e
:residual saturations were set t.o values greater than t,he maximum specified value l,() t,(,

consist.ent with analog data from soils.
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Figure 194' .qpatial distribution of groundwater travel times, The slope param(_ter (_)')
in the ','an _i;(:,r,uchten saturation model was reduced from its nominal value in t,ol.h the
matrix and the Fractures in each unit.
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Figure196:Spat!aldistributionofgrc,_indwatertravelt",mes,Unit B was assumed_o
bc anisotropicwitha saturatedconductivityratioofiv',5h,
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6 Appendix B

Material Properties
, Used in Two-Dimensional .Analyses

The following nine major sets of material property variations were considered II1 tilt,
2-D analyses:

, base cases (zeolltlc materials in Unit E);

• vltric materials :in Untt E;

• modifications of Unit B and C conductivity curves;

, variation of residual saturations;

, variation of slope parameter, f_, in the Mualem/Van Genuch'_en conductivity
model;

• zero fracture conductivity in Unit E;

• anisotropic conductivitles in Unit B;

• arlisotroptc conductivittes in Unit E; and

• conducting fault zone,

The material properties used in each variation are described below,

Base-Case Material Properties

"i'he material properties used in the b_se-case analyses are those spec.itied ill 'l'_tl,l_.,
3 in the main text, Zeolitic properties were used in Unit Ii;, Ali units were treated a,_,;
isotropic, The fault zone was treated as a no-flow boundary,

,0

Vttric Materials In Unit E
@

The material properties used in these analyses were the same as in the base cas(;._
except that vitric properties were used in Unit ti] instead of the zeolitic properti(_,_i,
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Modifications of Unit B and C Conductivity Curves

Three variations of the material properties in Units B and C were used to investigate *
the conditions that influence flow across and parallel to tile contact between these ullits,

i

The parameters that specify tile composite conductivity curves of the two u11its were
adjusted to place the two curves in the desired relation to each other', matrix and

fracture K.at, matrix a and _, and fracture porosity, n l, Fracture c_and fl were held
equal to their base-case values for all three variations', c_! = 1,28; ,q! = 4,23, The
matrix properties of Untt D were kept equal, to those of Unit C for consistency w'itll
the base-case conditions, The values used for the parameters varied in these analyses
are listed in Tables B,1 through B,3,

Table B,I: Material Properties for Modification : of Units B and C

Property Unit B Unit C Unit I)

Km,b 1,0× I0 -7 8,0× I0 -11 8,0× 10-11
a._ 0,010 0,015 0,015

tim 2,2 1,6 1,6
K/,b 3,6 × 10-9 2,0 x 10-9 3,1 x 10-'tJ
nI 9,Ox 1.0-6 9,0x 10-_ 1,8 x 10-4

Table B,2: Material Properties for Modification 2 of Units B and C

Property Unit B Unit (3 Unit D

K,r,,b 1,0 x 10-8 8,0 x 10'-_1 8,0 x 10"11
am 0,015 0,010 0,010
tim 2,0 1,7 1,7

Kl,b 1,8 ;,,:1(.)-_' 6,3 z 10'_ 3,1 .,: lO'_
n I 9,0 X 10 .6 9,0 X 10-_ 1,8 X 10'4
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Table 13,3: Materit_[ Prol_erties for Moditic_tiolt 3 of Uliil,s 13 tutd (',

t

Property Unit B Unit C Unit 1)
Q

.K,,_,b 1,0 x 10 -9 5,0 X 10 -10 5,0 X 10 -10

am 0,015 0,015 0,015

/_,,L 1,8 1,6 1,6

K/,b 4,0 × 10 "1° 2,0 × 10'_ 3,1 × 10 -9

n I 4,0 × 10 -_; 2,0 × 10-4 1,8 × 10 -4

Variation of Residual Saturations

Two sets of analyses were run with modified residual saturations, In the first set,
matrix and fracture residual saturations in ali units were set to the maximum values

specified in the parameter ranges. In the second set of analyses, the residual saturations

were increased beyond the maximum specified values based on an,dog data from the
soils literature, Ali of the residual saturation values used in these variations are listed

in Table B,4.

Table B.4: Variations of Residual Saturation, Sr

Unit [ Variation with Maximum Variation with Greater Than

"| Specified Value Maximurn Spccified_ Value

...... { Mat,rix Fracture Matrix Frac_ture
A [ 18 15 45 20
B 15 15 35 2O

C 23 15 43 20

D 32 15 52 20

w,, 30 15 50 20
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Variation of Slope Parameter, ,,9, in tile l_lualem/'Van Genuchten Conduc-

t iv i ty ._[o del

L these va.riat.ions, the slope parameter, ft, in the Mualem/\;an Genuchten model ,

for hydrau!ic conduc_b'ity ha-been reduced in ali units. This help_ to account for the

,e.ffec_s of heterogeneity when values for this parameter measured on small test samples

are sca ted up to _he much larger mo3eling scale. Values of the slope parameter that

were used ie. these analyses are listed in Table B,5.

Tab!e B.5: Variations of Slope Parameter, 3

Slope Parameter, ',3
Unit Matrix Fracture

A 1.22 2,0

B 1,90 2.0

C i 1.30 2.0

t

I

D _ 1.30 2.0
Ez i 1.2

I

.Zero _acture Conductivity in Unit E

The bu_k, saturated conductivity of the fractures in Unit Ez was set to zero,

A'_,,_= 0.0.

A:_isc_rop_.c Conductivities in Unit B

T':'.e p ._:c_p-_._componen..'..s of the saturated bulk conductivity of Unit t3 were ad-

;,_.s:e,:i :o crea,.,_ '_he desired a niso_:ropy ratio, r. Also. tt'e mean of the log of the

' _ ,. '_ " held equal to the log of the base-case isotropic"::,-.'.nci:,_.!con_,.:ctivity compo,_e,_t--,. ',,,'ms

ccr.d':-c:ivity. These two c ondi_.ions gave rise to the following equations:

(B.1)
_" 2: _" ,_ v'," _ l .','_. _4,

@

,: " (B,1t_iio_l(, + ic,_'K,.) = Io_ I_.,.,_,,._,:

AT..,.,,--: _:i A - A',,,.:,:._.- (B.3 )
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K_o_,,o,t_ -: B. K,°ot,op,c. (B.4)

" Substituting Equations B.3 and B.4 into Equation B.1, then substituting Equation t3,.1,

into Equation B.2 and solving for A and B gives

A = r°5 and B = r -05

Equations B.3 and B.4 then become

K_ = r°5 . Ki,o,,op,¢ (B.5)

Kh = , lo-'_' K,,o,,opi, . (B.6)

tr,,iuations B.5 and B.6 were used to calculate the principal components of both tile
matrix and fracture conductivities for the Unit B anisotropic-conductivity variations.
The conductivities used are listed in Table B.6. The principal conductivity axes were

set normal ("vertical') and parallel ("horizontal')to the plane of the contacts between
units; this plane dips downward to the right at 6 °.

Table B.6: Saturated Bulk Hydraulic Conductivities for Anisotropic Unit B

i

"Anisotropy --K,,,,b (m/s) KI.b (m/s)

Ratio Vertical Horizontal .... }:art i_ca_l....i __Io_r!.zont__al

lv:Sh 1.96x 10-7 9.8x 10--_ 8.1 x 10-9 4.1 x 10-8
lv'20h 1.0 x 10 -_ 2.0 x 10.6 4.1 x 10-9 8.1 x 10'-s
Iv'50h 5.6 x 10..8 2.8 x 10.6 2.3 × 10-9 1.2 x 10-7

• lv'!00h 3.9 x 10-.8 3.9 x 10-t_ 1.6 x 10-9 1.6 x 10-7
lv:20Oh 2.75 x 10-_ 5.5 x 10-6 1.2 x 10-9 2.3 x 10'7

" lv:500h 1.74 x 10-8 8.7 x 10-6 7.6 x 10-1° 3.8 x 10'7
lv:1000h 1.2 x 10-8 1.2 x 10 -5 5.1 X 10 -1° 5.1 × 10 '7

_
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Anisotropic Conductivities iii Unit E

The method used to establish values for anisotropic conductivities in Unit 1!; w_,_ .

the same as that described above for Unit B. The result, ing nlatrix a11d fracture coll.

ductivities for the Unit E anisotropic-conductivity variations are listed in Table B,7,

The principal conductivity axes were set normal (vertical) and parallel (horizontal) t(,

the plane of the contacts between units; this pla_e dips downward to the right at, 6",

Table B.7: Saturated Bulk Hydraulic Conductivities for Anisotropic Unit E

Anisotropy Km,b (m/s) KLb (m/s)
Ratio Vertical Horizontal Vertical Horizontal

lv:20h 4.45 x 10 -1_ 8.9x 10 -11 2.0 x 10 -9 4,1 >,:10 "s

lv:100h 2.0 x 10 -12 2.0x 10 -1° 9,2 x 10 -_° 9,2 x 10 -_

lv:500h 9,0 x 10 -la 4.5 x 10 -1° 4,1 x 10 -1° 2.1x 10 -7

Conducting Fault Zone

Two sets of analyses were run with the fault zone explicitly modeled. In the first

set, the saturated bulk fracture conductivity, Kl,b, in the fault zone was increased iii

each unit by a factor of 200 relative to the adjacent, unfaulted material. The fracture

porosity, n f, was increased proportionately. In the second set of analyses, Kf,b was

increased by a factor of approximately 1,000 with n I again being increased proportion-

ately. The resulting fault-zone fracture porosities and conductivities are listed in Tal)le
B.8.

Table B.8: Fracture Porosities and tlydraulie Conductivities for the Fault ZoJle

• , _ s, by 1,000Increase by 200 lI,cr_,a,( ,

Unit Kl,b (ni/s) t'orosity tif,b (m/s) l'orosity...............................

A 1.1 x 10-6 5.74 x 10-4 5.0 x 10 -6 1.0 x 10 -s

B 1.9 x 10-6 1.16 x 10 -4 1.0 x 10 -s 2,0 >: 10 -4

C 1.8 x 10 -7 5.86 x 10 -4 1.0 x 10 -6 1,0 >: 10 -3

D 3.6 x 10 -7 2.92 x 10 'a 5.0 × 10 _ 5.0 ".. 10 'a

Ez 1.1 x 10 -6 2.94 × 10 -4 1.0 × 10 -s 5.0× 10-4
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Appendix

" Information fi'orn the R.efel(,nce Information Base

Used in this Report
q

This report contains no information from the Reference Information Base,

Candidate Information

for the

Reference Information Base

This report contains no candidate irlformation for the Reference Information Base,

Candidat, e Information
for the

Site & E_Jgineerlng Properties Data Base

This report contains no candidate information for the Site and Engineering Properties Data
Base.
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